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students rescue children from vessel 
A group of University of Puget 
Sound students on a geology field 
trip rescued two children trapped in a 
capsized boat off Owens Beach in 
Point Defiance Park early 
Wednesday. 
At about 11 am students of 
Physical Geology 101 were listening 
to Professor Albert Eggers lecture 
about rock formations when a 
woman a short distance away yelled 
that a boat had capsized. Eggers said 
the group, numbering 30 to 35, ran 
to the location. The boat, a 16 foot 
runabout was overturned in the 
shallows, about 20 feet from shore. 
Someone said  three 
people were trapped underneath. The 
group tried to pull the boat in using a 
rope borrowed from another craft. 
Student Brian Fugere said when the 
rope broke, they tried a human 
chain. The boat, 
however, was too filled with water to 
move. 
'We tried tipping it on its side," 
said Eggers. "Then we heard a child 
cry. A student had a knife and he cut 
the fabric covering the boat. We 
pulled them out." 
They rescued a four year old boy, 
named Jonathan Martin, and his 
sister Chris Ann, 10. The geology 
students also pulled out the 
children's grandfather, Cecil Martin, 
68. Eggers said the man's skin was 
blue and he had no pulse. He was 
pronounced dead on the scene, 
despite attempts of several people to 
revive him with heart massage and 
resuscitation. 
The girl had also swallowed large 
amounts of water. She was 
temporarily revived by three to four 
students who used mouth-to-mouth 
resuscitation. Authorities then 
transferred her to Mary Bridge 
Children's Center. 
''The 	 students 	 were 
magnificient," said Eggers, his voice 
choking. 
Evidently, the boaters were 
fishing for salmon when the vessel 
began sinking at the stern. The bow 
then rose up and the boat flipped 
over. Craft operator, Eldo Martin, 38, 
was hurled into the water and the 
other three were trapped underneath. 
Authorities 
said the children were caught in an 
air pocket under the submerged 
hood. 
An 	 erroneous 	 report was 
published in the Tacoma News 
Tribune, last Wednesday eveningwhich 
said the children's uncle, Eldo 
Martin, had pulled them ashore. 
Eggers remembered seeing a 
reporter on the beach following the 
incident, but commented that at the 
time he didn't feel like talking. 
students grill phibbs on tenure 
daedalus discusses octopuses 
male dies after coitus 
by torn matson 
Octopuses are sexual animals. 
They reproduce by male fertilization of the female's eggs. Immediately 
after coitus the male dies. The female lives a few days after her eggs are laid, 
then she too dies. 
When the female lays her eggs lover 50,0001, she braids them into 25 .or 30 
clumps and attaches them to rocks, or if she's in an aquarium to the 'Walls. 
Scientists haven't found out how the eggs are braided or how the glue that 
attaches them is produced. An Octopus egg is no larger than a grain of rice. 
Octopuses were the subject at the last Daedalus Society meeting, Thursday, 
April 22. The once-monthly club meets to further its members' knowledge of 
individual interests. They met at the UPS Faculty Club, 3201 N. 14th Street. 
Dinner was provided and served by the Antique Sandwich Shop. 
Afterwards biology professor Eileen Solie presented a slide show and talk 
on octopuses. 11 was informed by Solie that 'octopuses' is more con - ect than 
'octopri 
According to art professor and member John Barnett, Daedalus was 
formed "to serve as a common ground for professors and students at UPS. 
Usually the group features a faculty speaker addressing particular interest 
areas. Often a pertinent question will be overlooked by the speaker but caught 
by a member in the audience," explained history professor Redmond Barnett. 
Other members of the society concurred with Barnett. A general feeling of 
intimacy abounded throughout the meeting. It is a close group. 
Solie's experience with octopuses has entailed a four-year long project of 
breeding and raising the large Puget Sound variety. According to the instructor 
she first became interested when a student who was working at the Point 
Defiance Aquarium introduced her to the eight-armed cephalopod. They have 
been her hobby every since. 
Octopuses are very intelligent creatures, according to the Biology 
professor, they respond to human affection, can solve problems with a 
memory retention of about 60 days, and display likes and dislikes for other 
members of their species. 
The Octopus is an anti-social animal throughout its fife, she explained, until 
mating season, and even then are discriminating. Solie Sdded that one female 
nearly strangled a male when placed in the same aquarium. She attributed this 
to a particular dislike. 
Th Daedalus Society encoul ages all faculty and students to attend 
meetings. Next month history professor David Smith will speak on "Penal 
Institutions in the 1900's," at the Tuesday May 18 meeting at 6:00 pm in 
the faculty club. 
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by michael george 
Last Thursday's hour and a half presidential 
question-and-answer session was monopolized by a group 
of students who were obviously out to "get" University 
president Phillip Phibbs. 
The students, participants in the 	 University's 
Counselor Education program, were angry over the 
University's decision to terminate James Roy, a member 
of the Education department faculty. 
The counselor education students took over the 
session shortly after it began. One group member asked if 
the education faculty had been questioned in the course 
of the decision to terminate Roy, and Phibbs answered 
that they had been polled twice. 
When Phibbs was further pressed on his reasons for 
terminating Roy, he commented that "I have an even 
greater interest in the tenure problem than you do, 
because I am here for a much longer time than you are.  I 
have no interest in a mediocre faculty." 
Commenting on the strong show of student support 
for Roy, Phibbs said that "there is always a group of 
students who feel their professor is the greatest, but one 
must look at the quality of the teaching in the past and 
,the prospects for the future. We have to live with 
mediocrity. If we don't have an excellent University, then 
we won't attract students, and the University will die." 
Several students accused Phibbs of making the tenure 
decision on his own, to which he responded that he was 
"not acting alone or capriciously. Both the student 
perspective and faculty input are important." He added, 
however, that there are areas where student and faculty 
opinions are not as valid. 
The counselor education students were not sPtisfied. 
They continued to repeat their questions, and appeared 
not to listen to Phibbs' answers. Several of the unhappy 
students pressed Phibbs for specifics on the Roy decision, 
but Phibbs refused to give any, stating that the details 
were confidential, not to be discussed "except with the 
individual involved." 
When the students continued to demand what Phibbs 
had refused to reveal, the exasperated president said "It 
seems the only way I can possibly please you is to grant 
everyone tenure." 
He later stated that he would like to do away with the 
tenure system altogether, because it "commits the 
University." "However," he added, "just try polling the 
faculty on doing away with tenure. They'll never go for 
The meeting had begun calmly enough with a question 
concerning "the tenure problem" and its solutions. Phibbs 
used the occasion to give a general explanation of his 
views on the tenure process at UPS. 
"Our basic problem," he said, "is to insure that this 
institution has the flexibility to respond to changing 
student interests. If we were to grant tenure to everyone, 
there would soon be no slots open to meet growing and 
declining student interests." 
As an example, the University president stated that 
five members have been added to the business department 
faculty in recent years in response to increased student 
interest in that field. "This has been possible," Phibbs 
said, "only because of faculty resignations and refusals to 
grant tenure." 
Phibbs then proposed a solution to the problem of 
tenure and flexibility. Large departments in the 
University would each have one or two faculty positions 
not leading to tenure, he said. Individuals in these 
positions would teach a maximum of six years, after 
which they would be replaced by a new faculty member. 
Phibbs stressed that this is only a "possible solution." 
At this point University vice-president James Clifford 
interjected a comment on the need for flexibility at UPS. 
"Ten years ago, we offered no Urban Studies or 
Environmental Studies programs. Times change, but if we 
have professors that come at twenty-five and stay until' 
they are sixty-five we can't address ourselves to new 
problems. We can't be locked in." 
One student complained about the decision to refuse 
tenure to Pierce Johnson, religion department professor. 
He said Johnson had a large number of letters of support 
from theologians all across the United States. Phibbs 
responded that tenure decisions should be based on the 
evaluations of those inside the University community. He 
added that both the faculty advancement committee and 
the Board of Trustees recommended not to grant tenure 
in Johnson's case. 
On a refreshingly different subject, a student 
complained that popular classes always seem to close 
early during registration. Phibbs urged the student and 
anyone else in a similar situation to pressure the 
department involved to offer popular classes more often. 
"The class schedule should be oriented around what 
students want to take, not what professors want to teach. 
I've run into some rough sledding on this question." 
debaters bring home silver from big sky 
UPS debaters have returned from 
successful competition in the "Big 
Sky" tournament held by the 
University of Montana. The 
tournament, attended by students 
from 26 schools, is the last large 
off-campus tournament of the year 
for the UPS squad. 
"We always seem to finish off the 
year well in Missoula" said Dr. 
Clavadetscher. "And each year we 
seem to get better." This year two 
junior teams of Russ Stenquist and 
Steve Walker, and Bill Berman and 
Bruce Schroeder, both returned with 
large silver platters for high finishes 
in debate. 
Walker and Stenquist took fifth 
place in a large field, and Berman and 
Schroeder took third. Gonzaga 
University, perennial powerhouse, 
took first and second. In individual or 
'Lincoln-Douglas' debate, Ed Skoviak 
took fifth place in a field of sixty, 
competing in the event for the first 
time. Bruce Schroeder made the 
finals in impromptu speaking and 
took fourth place. 
"Competition at this tournament 
is usually quite fierce, and to win any 
trophies at all speaks quite well for 
these students" Dr. Clavadetscher 
said. "As an example, had the 2-1 
quarterfinal split decision loss of 
Stenquist and Walker been a win, the 
tournament would have been reduced 
to a semi-final entirely of UPS and 
Gonzaga—the most powerful debate 
school in the Northwest and one of 
the best in the nation." 
UPS will host a Puget Sound 
Forensics Conference "Season 
Ender" on May 11. 
art show displays diverse talents 
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by teresa tarter 
On Sunday, April 25, UPS Kittredge Gallery witnessed 
the opening of the "B.A. Show." The show is an 
exhibition of artwork presented by fourteen art students 
receiving their Bachelor's degrees in May. 
Students represented are Pat Boxburger, Edward H. 
Coffin, Vivian R. Griggs, Jonette Haley, Melinda Jarrett, 
Jack Kirk, Cheri Luce, Peter McDonald, Wendy Rudine, 
Linda Schwarz, Jeff Strong, Richard C. Tucker, Margo 
Wilson, and Carol A. Zamarello. Several of these people 
worked very hard to set up the show and to organize 
Sunday's opening festivities. Both the opening and a 
pre-opening reception at the home of Mr. Kirk were very 
successful, judging by the fifty to seventy-five persons 
attending. 
KUPS Station Manager Robert Reppas and Senator 
Malcolm Turner will have Student Senate support behind 
them this weekend when they go before the Board of 
Trustees Finance Committee to ask for a $20,000 loan. 
The money will be used to turn K UPS into an FM station. 
The Senate support is a resolution, passed at the April 
27 meeting with a vote of 14 in favor, two opposed and 
one abstention. 
The resolution endorses the loan proposal. If the 
trustees approve it, the matter goes back to Student 
Senate, so they may vote on the final terms of the 
agreement. ASUPS will have to pay off the loan over a 
five to 10 year period. 
Senators Turner and Dave Cadeiro introduced the 
resolution at the previous meeting. 
Voting came after a long presentation and discussion 
by the KUPS Ad-Hoc Committee. Reppas fielded 
questions and talked about FM radio stations for 15 
minutes. 
Senator Doug Gillespie said 75 per cent of the people 
who filled out the KUPS comment section of the Senate 
election ballots were in favor of an FM station. 
Some friction arose when Senator Bruce Reid learned 
that KUPS staff and Election Board members Turner and 
Brian Fugere had helped count the ballots. He charged 
"conflict of interest." Turner replied he knew the 
The coat table turned into a 
bargin basement table for thieves at 
last week's Campus Boogie, April 21 
in the SUB. 
Afterwards a Tenzler Hall resident 
reported a stolen suede coat (value 
Pre-Registration for housing starts 
Monday. Students should remember 
to have their housing cards validated 
before going through registration. 
Students who register on Thrusday or 
Friday should NOT go to the SUB 
lounge but to the housing office to 
register. 
The annex house vacancies that 
are left for registration on a "first 
come-first served" basis are: 
Corner Cottage 	  5 male 
Coykendal 	  Full 
Feek 	  3 male 
The incredibly diverse talents of this group of students 
can be seen in a list of the types of works that make up 
this exhibit. Included are ceramics, painting, drawing, 
sculpture, watercolor, printmaking, photography, jewelry, 
enamel work, macrame, quilting, and lettering. As a 
whole the show is outstanding, with many strong, 
creative, and sensitive pieces. In addition, each piece has 
been executed with great concern for technique and 
craftsmanship. The entire collection is certainly an 
impressive summary of these students' abilities. 
The B.A. Show will continue to run until May 9. 
Gallery hours are 11 am-3pm weekdays and 1 pm-4 pm 
Sundays. This show has something for everybody, so you 
won't want to miss it. 
difference between conflict of interest and no conflict  . 
The matter dropped. 
Other Senate Activities: 
Senator Bob Homchick presented his initial research 
about securing a vehicle for ASUPS. At last week's Senate 
retreat, the members discussed transportation difficulties. 
They decided to look into buying or leasing a vehicle for 
ASUPS use. It could also be loaned to various clubs and 
organizations. 
Kevin Byrne and Ron Rowe reported on the plans 
they are working on for ASUPS to take over the Cellar 
and redesign its services. They said they were looking for 
input on what people wanted to see it used for. 
Environmental Science Professor Jeff Bland talked 
about an innovative food services progran at Oregon's 
Lewis and Clark College. He said he would like to see the 
same program set up at UPS and told how it could be 
done. 
Pat Chandler was approved for a seat on the Board of 
Trustees Instruction Committee. 
Kathy Burks was appointed to the Student Court. 
Orlando Harrell was named an alternate. 
It was announced that Bruce Murray, Assistant Dean 
of Students, would be attending all future Senate 
meetings in place of Dean of Students John English. 
All were left on a table by the 
door, said a Safety/Security 
spokesman. Evidently the thief or 
thieves walked in and took what they 
wanted. 
The next day a suspect was 
arrested by Tacoma Police at the 
Tacoma Mall when he tried to use 
one of the non-resident student's 
credit cards, said the spokesman. 
..• 
An unidentified juvenile boy 
smashed the glass on a candy bar 
machine in Thompson Hall and stole 
all the candy he could reach Tuesday 
April 27. 
Two children reported the crime 
at about 6 pm. They were entering 
the building and noticed the suspect 
walk past them, his pockets stuffed 
with candy bars. They then told a 
professor what they had seen. 
More blotter page 16. 
greek rush planned 
around orientation week 
by lynne brown 
Greek rush, which occurs simultaneously with freshman orientationthisfall, 
begins on September 7. 
A projected 600-650 freshman are expected to arrive the day before as part 
of the administration's new concept to "generate a greater feeling of school 
unity and class spirit" (TRAIL, March 5). 
This has produced some changes for rush scheduling by Panhellenic and the 
Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC). 
Sorority and fraternity rush will both last from Tuesday September 7 to 
Saturday September 11 with classes starting on Monday September 13. 
Previously, sorority rush occurred a week before orientation and fraternity 
rush has been held the weekend before orientation and sorority rush week. 
Tuesday, September 7 is the only day set aside exclusively for rush 
activities. 
An optional outing to Blake Island on that day will be available for 
freshmen and new students who have arrived for orientation, but are not going 
through rush. University chartered transportation will take the new students 
to Blake Island, 10 miles south of Seattle, for a salmon feed and other 
activities. 
The rush organizers have planned their activities aound orientations events. 
As a result most rush parties, excluding the first day's are scheduled in the 
afternoon and evening. 
Another change is where the rushees will be housed. In past years women 
lived in Anderson-Langdon Hall and the men in Todd Hall. This cannot be 
done next fall, however, because independents will have already moved into 
these facilities. Greeks must house their own rushees. 
Because National Panhellenic rules do not allow active members to live in 
the same housing as rushees, all sorority rushees will stay in Smith and Schiff 
Halls. Actives from all five sororities housed in dorms will stay in Seward Hall. 
There, each sorority will be allowed 23 spaces, including portable cots, 
according to Linda Karamatic, Panhellenic president. 
It was suggested (TRAIL, March 5/ that some actives be placed in sorority 
houses on Union Ave., but this is not possible because of the Housing 
Department stipulation of exclusive use for these buildings. 
According to IFC Rush Chairman, Gary Cohn, it is still not definite where 
fraternity rushees will be housed. 
To eliminate confusion for sororities and Panhellenic while dealing with 
limited space, there will not be any opportunity for freshman girls to sign up 
for rush when they arrive. Sign-ups will end on August 13 or when 175 girls 
have been added, whichever comes first. A list of these girls will be submitted 
to the administration so their scheduled appointments with advisors will not 
conflict with rush. 
However, men can still sign up for fraternity rush on Monday, September 
6, according to Cohn. 
senate passes kups fm resolution 
safety/security blotter  
girls' coats, purse ripped off at campus boogie 
$901 and a set of keys. An Anderson 
Hall resident reported a stolen leather 
coat (veldt $1401 and keys. A 
non-resident student reported a 
stolen purse containing a wallet, I.D. 
holder and Swiss Army knife. 
annex house vacancies listed 
Kirby 	 4 female 
Lloyd 	 2 female 
Lyster Lower 	  2female 
Lyster Upper 	 2 female 
Nicholson 	  5 female 
Rogers Lower 	  1 female 
Rogers Upper 	  3 male 
Schubert 	 4 female 
Solberg 	  3 male 
Stein 	  3 male 
Stucco 	  7 male 
Wilkinson No. 1 	  2 male 
Wilkinson No. 2 	 4 female 
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parents invited to campus 
by tom matson 
All those empty Budweiser cans gotta go. The roach clips, Zig-Zags, and 
other smoking paraphnalia must be moved out. And members of the opposite 
sex surely won't be approved as bedmates on the weekend of May 14, 15 and 
16, slated as Parent's weekend. 
Seriously, a warm invitation is extended to all parents of UPS students. 
The event's raison d'etre is based on recognition that the institution is a part 
of student development. By sharing campus life, parents will possibly be more 
responsive to changes students experience here. 
A number of events have been planned for the mutual enjoyment of 
students and parents. The activities start Friday. May 14, with registration and 
the Hawaiian Culture Exhibit in the SUB's student lounge, an outdoor pot and 
print sale in Kittredge Hall and an Asian studies Colloquium Jones 203 (both 
will run until 5 pm.1 
Esther Wagner will present the 1976 Regester Lecture Friday at 8 pm in 
Kilworth Chapel. Dr. Wagner describes her topic as an "examination of the 
creative processes that go into historical fiction, more than a critical analysis 
of specific works." A reception will follow the lecture. 
Highlights for Saturday, May 15 include a brunch at President Phibbs" 
house at 9:30 am; the UPS Invitiational Track Championship in Baker 
Stadium at 1:00 pm; and the traditional opening of the lmu pit at 3:30 pm 
with a Luau in the Great Hall. - 
On Sunday, May 16, "Modern Meditation" with UPS chaplin Pierce 
Johnson, will be held in Kilworth Chapel at 10:00 am. A complementary 
brunch is planned at 10:00 to 12:30 in the Great Hall or Union Avenue 
complex. From 2-4 pm, there will be a Ceramics Exhibition in Kittredge Hall 
featuring the Creations of the UPS Master of Fine Arts Degree candidates. 
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by kevin russell 
The Winterim philosophy has substantial support from 
faculty members and an overwhelming support from 
students, according to a survey distributed two months 
ago. 
The Winterim Committee circulated a "straw-ballot" 
type survey accompanied by a questionaire to all 9 am• 
classes for student help in planning for the 1977 Winterim 
Curriculum and for a student/faculty evaluation of the 
1976 Winterim. 
Many 	 respondents criticized the actual 
implementation of the Winterim program. A lot of 
students want a larger number and range of courses 
emphasizing community involvement and artisanry. Many 
students and faculty, as well as the Winterim Committee, 
expressed dissatisfaction with uneven expectations to the 
amounts of time devoted to academic work in particular 
cases. 
Associate Dean Darrell Reeck, explained some of the 
arguements for and against the Winterim program. He 
said, "Winterim offers a special opportunity that is not 
present during the fall or spring term  - a 24 hour time 
period of total dedication to one class and not having to 
worry about other courses. Also this is a good time for 
educational innovation; to experience something 
different. 
"Winterim offers a special opportunity...a 24 hour 
time period of total dedication to one class..." 
"Some arguments that have come to my attention 
against the Winterim program are", he continued, "(1) 
some course offerings have not been substantial or 'too 
easy' , (2) that Winterim is not popular to some groups(i.e. 
natural science students), (3) that there is an excessive 
demand on professors during Winterim, (4) that original 
goals were not met, i.e. failure to create innovative, 
creative, educational programs, and lastly (5) that there is 
a staffing problem." 
One weakness is that some students have a 
la issez -faire attitude  toward Winterim. Reeck 
commented, "Some folks regard Winterim as a leisurely 
time, and a break, and that's good, but if you're giving 
academic credit, you must be sure the course is worthy of 
one full unit." 
Reeck said the 1976 Winterim "One-day work shops" 
were vory successful, and that a large block of the student 
body enrolled in activity, artisanry, and/or some type of 
community resource courses. The arts-and-crafts field is 
gaining in popularity and the University is looking into 
more courses in this area. 
"We've talked with the 0.1. department," said Reeck, 
"and we're trying to work out a weaving-woodworking 
class of the students' choice. We are also exploring the 
possibility of faculty members with other outside experts 
incorporating more artisanry courses in the Winterim 
program. But courses such as these must have academic 
content and theoretical focus to meet the one unit 
requirement." 
In the past, no Winterim course could be used to fulfill 
a distribution requirement. This was because Winterim 
courses, in general, are different in form and content from 
the regular (semester) curriculum, and since faculty are 
encouraged to experiment freely during this period, no 
specified Winterim courses to be used for general electives, 
regular courses were offered. 
However, the Ad-Hoc Curriculum Committee Report, 
currently under discussion at faculty meetings, allows 
major, and core requirements. Based on opinions 
revealed in its surveys, the Winterim Committee 
recommended that provision be adopted. On March 23, 
by a vote of 47 to 16, it was accepted by the Facultji 
Senate. Each department is required to provide a balance 
between courses offered for majors and courses of broad 
general interest. 
Internships and independent studies are another 
Important area for Winterim. Enrollment in these studies 
has increased 281 in 1975 to 360 in 1976. 
"I would personally like to see more students involved 
in internships," said Reeck. The results are very positive 
on how practical and effective this Winterim time can be 
used to achieve a student's goals according to the 
Associate Dean. "Internships offer an excellent 
opportunity for students to apply classroom learned 
knowledge," he stated. 
Internships are offered for Physics, Geology or Math. 
The Northwest Regional Science Internship or Amos 
Laboratory in California offers a unique opportunity to 
apply learning to major responsibilities. Other internships 
are in Political science 
 - (State Legislature in Olympia or 
Washington D.C.) and, education (nursing schools or 
public schools). The possibilities of internships and 
I dependent studies are endless, but pre-planning is 
emphasized. (Applications may be acquired through the 
Registrar's office.) 
Field experience is another desired offering for 
Winterim. In Biology, there is the Reef and Shore field 
experience in Hawaii, and in Geology is the Natural 
History and Photography of Death Valley. 
If there was one goal that represents the Winterims of 
the future it would be "time commitment". The Winterim 
Committee was seriously puzzled about the survey results 
on the amount of time spent each week by students and 
'faculty on their Winterim courses. No study has been 
made to compare the time spent onVVinterim studieswith 
that spent on fall and spring semester studies. A 
forthcoming survey should give some information bearing 
"There are large blocks of unscheduled time... 
which requires a level of maturity that the fall 
and spring term may not..." 
on that point. Therefore, Winterim is not the sole weak 
point in the university educational program in this regard. 
The results of the survey show that about 50 per cent of 
the students spentless than 20 hours per week and another 
28 per cent between 21 and 30 hour's per week on course 
related work, which enable them to fulfill the course 
objectives as outlined by the professor. 
Over half the faculty respondents indicated that 30 
hours per week would meet the course objectives. The 
vast majority of students though, when asked what the 
optimum amount of course work should be, said, 35 
hours per week or less. 
Darrell Reeck commented, "There are large blocks of 
unscheduled time, during Winterim, which requires a level 
of maturity that the fall and spring term may not require 
because of the regularly scheduled classes. So it is up to 
the individual to utilize this time intelligently an,d 
usefully. One of our goals for 1977 will be to think of 
Winterim as a full-time occupation -- 8 hours a day. 
Reeck would like all students to be aware of these new 
policies, "to be prepared to exercise your own initiative, 
in order to reap the maximum rewards out of Winterim."  
students help y-pals 
by teresa mc kellar 
Four UPS students are currently involved in a volunteer service program 
sponsered by the local YMCA called Y Pals. 
Y Pals is a big brother program where students on a volunteer basis become 
pals to a child from a one-parent family. The program encourages the 
volunteers to accompany the children on outings twice a month, which can be 
anything from fishing off the Old Town dock to a ride in the Seattle Center 
Space Needle's elevator. 
Their service was first developed last February as a pilot program by Ron 
Dent, the activities co-ordinator for the YMCA. Dent started with little money 
and even less publicity for recruiting children. He gathered names of 
one-parent children from school principle lists, called these families and 
received a 90% return. 
Dent then called Debbie Veach who is the co-ordinator of C1AC, 
(Community Involvement Action Center) to get Y Pals volunteers. CIAC is a 
student referral agency funded by ASUPS, Dean of Students office and the 
Urban Studies department. This student service has placed 250 UPS students 
as service volunteers in the Tacoma and Pierce county areas. 
I 
 Doug Gillespie is presently sponsoring three boys through the Y Pals 
program--Greg, Jeff and David who are all under 10 years old and, unlike other 
boys of their age, lack the love and companionship of a father. Doug has 
become more than an assigned big brother; he has become their friend, taking 
them out twice a month, attending family picnics and establishing permanent 
relationships. 
"Participating in volunteer programs is the best learning experience I've 
ever had," said Debbie Veach, "but to keep the program going we need 
student participation." 
retained in ad-hoc report 
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special election results 
SENATOR - SIX MONTH TERM (Two seats filled.) 
Tunnels SUB Total 
Ed Davila 	  53 	  96 	  149 
Bruce Reid 
	  48 	  83 	  131 
Tamara Gross 	  13 	  90 	  103 
Jim Smith 	  5 46 	  51 
CONSTITUTIONAL ADMENTMENT (To change the wording of Article 
IV, Section 3 so as to allow the Vice President for Students to appoint an 
alternate to serve in the ASUPS Senate should the vice president be 
unavailable.) 
Yes 	 53 
No 	 17 
`hairdown' for spring weekend 
4014 40)  UPS NIGHT 
AT THE RAM 
1/2 
 LB. RAMBURGER $1.95 (REG. $2.10) 
PIZZAS $1.95 (REG. $2.20) 
HAPPY HOUR 9-10 PM 
PITCHERS $1.25 
SCHOONERS 25t 
PLEASE HAVE ID WITH YOU 
LO 4-9454 19TH & MILDRED 
EVERY TUESDAY IS 
REID PRINTING 
272-3535 
"RESUME SERVICE" 
Quality Quick Copy 
$4.85 per 100 
51.20 per add. 100 
01‘IE DAY SERVICE 
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by torn matson 
The Loggers' annual Spring Weekend is scheduled for 
May 7, 8 and 9. 
The fun-filled, activity-packed, weekend provides 
newly accepted freshmen a look at UPS as well as 
allowing upperclassmen to, as Chairperson Leslie Bagnall 
puts it, "let their hair down and get loose." 
You can start to "get loose" at the dance, Friday, May 
7th, in the Fieldhouse. Two bands are playing. 
Logger Day events will begin on Saturday, May 8. 
Competition between living groups will include log rolling 
log throwing, axe chopping, the greased pole climb, a 
"Slide for Your Life" Ian ice block race) and a tug of war. 
The Tacoma Fire Department will provide encouragement 
for participants in the tug of war by shooting a high 
by mike purdy 
What constitutes cheating or academic dishonesty? 
What are the sanctions which the University can 
impose for academic dishonesty? 
Who imposes such sanctions? 
These are some of the questions which the University's 
recently revised Guidelines for Academic Discipline 
answer. 
Actions defined as academic dishonesty include 1) 
cheating on examinations, 2) plagarism, "which is the 
misrepresentation of someone else's words, ideas, or 
research as one's own," and 3) submitting a paper for 
credit in more than one class without the permission of 
both instructors. When a case of dishonesty arises, the 
instructor has the option to handle the issue himself. 
However, he may prefer to refer the case to the Academic 
Discipline Board, a six person committee which 
determines the guilt or innocence of the student regarding 
the specific charges. 
The Board is composed of the Dean of the University, 
the Dean of Students, two faculty members chosen from 
the Academic Standards Committee, and the two student 
members of that committee. 
The Board, which has heard very few cases this year, 
also has the responsibility for imposing penalties. 
Spurs for the 1976-77 school year were chosen at a 
banquet last Thursday evening April 22, in the Great Hall. 
New members are Lynn Ackerson, Loree Aleshire, 
Betty Andrews, Sherrie Angie, Carol Baldwin, Janet 
Baxter, Joyce Berney, Linda Brauch, Elizabeth Campbell, 
Shauna Candia, and Christy Close. 
Also Harriet Conky, Patti Daraskavich, Lynne Dysart, 
Katherine Frye-, Maile George, Linda Gilbert, Kathryn 
Graham,Amy Griffith, Barbara Howard, and Joann Hulse, 
The UPS chapter of the Mortar Board has announced 
its new members for the 1976-76 school year. 
The officers are Julie Yeager, president; Teresa Bell, 
Vice president; Kevin Corps, treasurer; Arlene Libby, 
treasurer; Celeste Norris, chapter historian; and Leslie 
Schwartz, editor. 
Members include Kathy Ball, Eric Berry, John P. 
Campbell, Annie Chalfont, Janet Dewoint, Michael  
pressure stream of water between teams, so the losers get 
soaked. It's all in the spirit of fun, and 'any group can 
enter. Applications are in the Dean of Students office. 
There will be an "open mike" session for any 
performer at 5 pm in the Todd Hall quad or by the 
fountain on 15th street. Logger Activity Chairman said, 
"Everyone is welcome. Sing a song, play the harmonica, 
or do what you do best." 
The Panhellenic Songfest will be in Baker Stadium at 
7:00 pm. This is a competition between living groups, 
mainly to determine who are the best songwriters. 
President Philip Phibbs will judge. 
On Sunday, May 9, the Panhellenicbrunchis - scheduled 
for 11 am in the SUB. This will wind up the weekend's 
events. 
Sanctions include probation, suspension, and expulsion 
from the University. 
In addition to making a student's registration at the 
University conditional upon good behavior for a specified 
period of time, probation also prohibits a student from 
representing the "University as an official delegate, 
representative, athlete, or as a holder of office or 
committee chairmanship in University student groups of 
any kind". 
Suspension, which terminates a students' registration 
with the University for a specified period of time, is 
another penalty which the Board may impose. Suspension 
may also occur as a result of violations during a 
probationary period. While a suspended student may 
re-apply for admission after the suspension period, 
expulsion involves a permanent divorce between the 
University and the student, with no chance to re-apply. 
The Board may also serve as an appeals board from an 
instructor's•handling of a case. An appeal is made through 
the University President. However most cases of academic 
dishonesty are dealt with by individual instructors. 
The Faculty Senate passed the revision of the 
introduction to the Guidelines for Academic Discipline in 
an attempt to stress the importance of honesty within the 
university community. 
Also Alison Jones, Teresa Lasswell, Kim Lowry, 
Cherie Miller, Cynthia Ostlund, Karen Petre, Robin 
Pitchford, Diane Sunada, Laura Thomas, and Bonnie 
Williams. 
The new Spur Junior Advisors are Gina Armer and 
Sarah George. 
Inspirational Spurs are Jane Shiers and Shelly Witty. 
New Angel Flight members are Diane Appling, Joanne 
Gordon, Rebecca Meyer, and Deanna Wenwick. 
Geroge, Leslie Gould, Brian Johnson, Marcia Jory, Rob 
Justus. 
Also included are Kari Leaverton, Colleen McKay, 
Jean Phillips, Paula Plamondon, Brad Severtson, Janeen 
Solie, Gail Wentworth, Sharon Ward, Joyce Wilkins, and 
Zelda Zabinsky. 
Bobbi Mayer, Janet Bibler and Lynn Skinner are also 
new members.  
arnies angels in philly 
by thomas w. busk irk 
During the week of April 11-15, sixteen members of the UPS Arnold Air 
Society and Angel Flight traveled to Philadelphia via C-130 Hercules aircraft 
to attend the organization's National Conclave. 
Approximately 1,500 Arnies and Angels representing 160 universities and 
colleges throughout the nation assembled at the Pennsylvania Sheraton Hotel 
for this annual week of meetings, seminars, and presentations. During this 
time, Louisianna Tech University was selected as the new National 
Headquarters for Arnold Air Society and Evansville University for the Angel 
Flight. 
Helping the handicapped was chosen as the national project for both 
organizations. Between meetings there was time to take in the cultural sites of 
Philly, such as the Liberty Bell, Old and New City Hall, the Betsy Ross House, 
Penn Tower, and Independence Hall. 
On Tuesday April 13, the highest ranking officer in the Air Force, General 
David C. Jones, Chief of Staff, USAF, spoke at the Conclave Luncheon. 
Wednesday night marked the end of a full and exciting conclave. The Awards 
Banquet and Military Ball were held that evening. Among those in attendance 
were: Lietuenant General Raymond Furlong, Commander of Air University; 
Major General James Brickel, Commander of Air Force ROTC; and William G. 
Morley, Executive Administrator of AAS/AnF. 
The main highlight of the event was a very inspirational speech delivered 
by General Daniel (Chappie) James, Jr., Commander of the North American 
Air Defense Command and also the first Black four-star General of the U.S. 
General James emphasized the need to maintain a strong defense to insure 
our nation's and allies' freedom and to do this, it is our individual duty to 
work together as a single, unified country. Following James' speech, Diane 
Miller from Texas Tech University was crowned as the new 'Little General' of 
Angel Flight. 
As a side highlight of the week, many Arnies and Angels from UPS shook 
hands with Vice-President Nelson Rockefeller as he entered the hotel lobby. 
Several shook hands with Presidential Candidate Jimmy Carter also, as he 
dropped by the hotel 
The UPS Arnies and Angels visited Little Rock AFB, Arkansas for two 
days enroute from Philly to Tacoma, 2Lt. Thomas Brown, a 1975 graduate of 
the UPS AFROTC Detachment, shared his experiences of being a newly 
commisioned officer and missleman trainee with the group. Lt. Brown is 
presently stationed at Little Rock AFB. 
All of the UPS Arnies and Angels felt that the 1976 Conclave was both 
enjoyable and educational, and that the experience was more than equal to the 
cost in terms of time and money. They are all eagerly looking forward to next 
year's National Conclave which will be held in New Orleans, Louisiana. 
dishonesty questions aired 
spurs group chooses members for next year 
mortar board selects members and elects officers 
n 
Lunch , Dinner and Cocktails 
Entertainment Featuring 
CARNIVAL APR 30th - MAY 1st 
Hawaiian Strollers May 3-15th 
In Old City Hall 	 7th & Pacific 
You Must Be 21 To Celebrate After 8 P.M. 
$urvivu; 
nuclear power use supported 
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unjunk yummies 
taste unbland 
by peter orser 
The most aggravating and controversial environmental 
problem that haunts us today, is the feasability of nuclear 
power. 
Neither pro nor con perspectives can be ignored. It 
now appears that in order to meet the ultimate goal of 
self sufficiency in energy, the US must utilize nuclear 
power. 
Eliminating the use of oil and natural gas and replacing 
it with a stepped-up production of coal and uranium 
seems to be the Ford administration's future energy 
policy. However, many citizens are opposed to extensive 
nuclear development. 
Below is the positive rationale for the support cf 
nuclear power. 
There are three significant areas presently in question. 
First, the release of radioactivity, either by a plant 
meltdown or through inescapable leakage. The average 
leakage near a plant would be no more than five millerem 
per year, the maximum standard set by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission. All existing plants now in 
operation have fallen below this mark, and the 
commission is now in the process of tightening standards. 
An average citizen receives approximately 100 
millerem from natural radiation and 70 millerem from 
diagnostic X-rays. The amount of additional radiation 
introduced would be miniscule, even if one lived near a 
reactor site. Meltdown is a different problem that must be 
argued with probabilities because of the absence of 
previous meltdowns. However, the lack of any meltdown 
tends to reinforce these estimates. 
The highly accredited Rasmussen report that looked 
into these probabilities of safety, found a major release of 
radioactivity through a meltdown would occur only once 
per 17,000 reactor years. The overall average for any 
radiactive release was found to be once every 100,000 
reactor years. The report also states that out of the 
average of111,000fatal accidents per year, there will be 
two fatalities from a nuclear related accident. This figure 
is based on the assumption that there will be one major 
release of radioactivity every 1,000 years resulting in 1,000 
deaths from cancer and a more serious accident once 
every 10,000 years resulting in 5,000 deaths. 
The second concern involves the storage of nuclear 
wastes, or those redioactive by-products that remain after 
uranium and plutonium have been removed. There are 
two possiblihnes for a national repository; above ground 
storage and below ground storage. The former alternative 
would naturally be in a desert region. The waste would be  
encased in steel cylinders and then, with an air space 
between, sealed in concrete. Natural air circulation would 
provide enough coolant to prevent the heat 
radioactive decay from melting the containers. A fission 
reactor only produces two cubicmeters of waste per year, 
therefore, only 100 acres of land would be required to 
store 40 years of waste. 
The second alternative, is more complex. To store 
wastes underground, an area with no water or 
underground disruptions is needed. The present solution 
for meeting these restrictions is to store waste in 
underground salt beds. Salt is soluble in water which 
means there is no water in such a formation. Salt beds 
also provide a realtively quiet area geologically. This 
method would require only three square miles of these 
particular beds to store all the projected US wastes until 
the year 2010. 
There are roughly 50,000 square miles of suitable salt 
beds in the US. Waste cylinders could be placed in the 
beds after a cooling period of ten years. Salt is a high 
conductor of heat, which would be helpful in preventing 
thermal problems. Because of the various half-lives 
involved, the cylinders must then be kept from the 
biosphere for 250,000 years. Some feel that the waste 
products will diffuse back to the surface. However, 
experiments have shown that this process is sufficiently 
slow, even in a salt medium. 
The third, and in some circles the most dangerous side 
effect of increased- nuclear production is the possibility, 
the prime ingredient for the atomic bomb, plutonium, 
will become more obtainable. 
The fear is mostly that plutonium would cause 
considerable damage to anyone who comes in contact. 
However, there is no way anyone could remove the 
plutonium from a reactor site due to the fatal 
radioactivity. This is also true for the used fuel cooling in 
storage tanks. The only areas where the plutonium might 
feasibly be stolen would be the chemical reprocessing 
plants, fuel lubrication plants, or the transportation 
system used for moving fuel and wastes. 
Transportation seems to be the weakest link. However, 
one could geographically locate the plants so the problem 
was either significantly decreased or eliminated entirely. 
The most obvious way to prevent foreign sabotage 
would be to implement the same security standard that 
used for nuclear arms. Thus far US arms have not fallen 
into ill fated hands, so this appears a tested method. Also, 
nuclear by-products are available on the open market, 
therefore, no amount of security can stop someone 
intent on destruction. 
Editors Note—This is a follow up to last week's article by 
Environmental Science Professor Jeff Bland, concerning 
an innovative food service program at Oregon's Lewis and 
Clark College. The program was eliminated "junk foods" 
from food offerings and substituted items of higher 
nutritional value, Inc feasibility of adopting such a 
program at UPS, and the reactions of Lewis and Clark 
students to the change are Included in the following 
article by TRAIL reporter Janet Dodge, who recently 
visitedthe college. 
by janet dodge 
Could UPS adopt the same kind of health food 
program that can be found at Lewis & Clark College? If 
there is the interest, it may be a possibility. 
Some UPS students think it is a good idea but are 
reluctant to give up their "junk" foods. Others think it is 
great and are willing to bid farewell to the pop machines, 
potato chips, white bread, and their sugar frosted flakes. 
Richard Grimwood, Food Service Director, said he 
does not think he would eliminate the "junk" foods as 
easily as he would add vegetarian dishes or switch over to 
using more whole wheat flour. "It is important to keep 
everyone happy," he said. 
"Even if it is just a small minority that would miss the 
pop machines. These non-nutritional foods are certainty 
not important to me, I simply buy them because the 
students request them. You would be surprised how many 
students find it difficult to start their day without their 
Captain Crunch" the director added. 
Just how did Lewis and Clark College do it? 
Grimwood anticipates many complaints from UPS 
students if the change was made. Didn't Lewis & Clark 
also get complaints? 
Thad Thomas, Lewis and Clark College Food Service 
Director indicated that students had no choice in the 
matter. College president, John Howard, decided last 
Spring the food was going to change. The health food 
program was literally nhoved down the students' throats, 
who were extremely irate. But reactions this spring 
are quite different. After almost a year of more healthful 
food, the new diet seems to please almost everyone. 
"It was so bad before the new program that it just 
couldn't get worse. It had to get better" one girl 
exclaimed as she munched on a cheese sandwich made 
from homemade whole wheat bread and real cheddar 
cheese. 
"I've learned better food habits" said one student. 
"I've learned to like 2% milk now that we don't have 
whole mil.. Since they took away the refined sugar, I've 
learned that brown sugar in coffee tastes great!" 
The vegetarians at the school were happy when they 
added a vegetarian main dish to each meal. Three 
different main dishes are served at both lunch and supper. 
A group of girls could not say anything bad about the 
program. They love the deserts most. One commented 
that the cookies had gotten -yummier". They are often 
made from raisins, peanut butter, dates, nuts, raisins, oats, 
and sesame seeds. Cooks usually don't use refined sugar or 
whole wheat flour but this does not keep them from 
serving food that is just as good if not better than before. 
Favorites include: french dip, turkey and dressing, french 
toast, (all made from whole wheat flour & bread), corn 
meal-soy pancakes, carrot cake, cheese cake, date nut and 
whole wheat breads. 
Once in a while the students are served non-program 
meals: hot dogs, ham, or corned beef. These are not 
served regularly . because of the high sodium nitrate 
content. Brownies or potato chips are also served 
occasionally. 
Thomas said, -We can't take everything away at once 
and expect to keep students happy. The important thing 
is that we are making it easier for them to develop good 
food habits. Eating a 'junk' food once in a while won't 
upset 'lat. - 
Now, over 76% of the students are in favor of the 
college's program. Some didn't even notice the change. 
Others said that they actually felt mentally and physically 
more alert. 
It seems possible that a new food service program 
might be brewing at UPS. 
Dr. Jeff Bland told his environmental science class 
nearly two weeks ago that he felt it would be a good idea 
for University students to have a more healthful food 
program like that of Lewis and Clark. "I'm not going to 
be the committee chairman," he told them, "but if any of 
you are interested and form a committee, I'll be right 
there to help." 
Bland insisted the important thing would be student 
willingness to work for change, not just complain. 
Anyone interested can contact Dr. Bland for more 
information. 
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straight talk 
Dear Editor, 
It's time for some straight talk on tenure. For 
my part, I would like to offer some analysis of the 
administration's recent position on the subject, 
which was expressed in Jeff Katz' article two 
weeks ago. 
Let me begin by restating the position: the 
administration tells us that tenure threatens to 
choke the school to a standstill within the next ten 
years, preventing "re-allocation" according to 
shifting student interests. Dr. Phibbs and Dr. 
Clifford suggest that this is a serious problem. I 
would suggest that this is very misleading. 
The first thing we notice here is that no 
suggestions or answers are included along with the 
stated problem. Katz' article quoted none from 
either Phibbs or Clifford. When asked personally 
last Thursday for his proposed solutions, Dr. 
Phibbs avoided the question and simply restated 
the problem. A major problem with no remedies 
or even suggestions? 
The solution to the "problem" presented to us 
by the administration is so obvious and absurd 
that Dr. Phibbs is loathe to state it publicly: we 
should set a maximum percentage of tenured 
faculty in each department, after which no more 
tenured positions are available. (Phibbs has 
mentioned this in private discussions.) That's just 
fine, except that these free-floating positions 
would become perennial sewers of incompetence. 
No competent people would take them, since 
there would be no possibility ot tenure. The 
solution to the "problem" would thus create a 
worse problem. 
The second point about the administration's 
position is the question of whether the "problem" 
is really a problem. In the first place, retirement 
alone will always ensure at least a 5 to 10 percent 
turnover rate, especially with the recent trustees' 
announcement of retirement policy enforcement. 
And in the second place, it is ridiculous to suggest 
that tenure could prevent faculty re-allocation in 
Dear Editor, 
I have read the opinion of John Hatcher in last 
week's TRAIL about the Celler plan. Since I have 
been working on the plans, I would like to clear up 
a few points that I thought were misleading in the 
article. 
First, Ronn Rohe and myself were not a 
"self-appointed committee". At the time we 
started looking into the Cellar as something that 
the ASUPS might want to do, Lyle Gelabach was 
the ASUPS president, and he asked Ronn and 
myself to see if it would be possible. Right away 
we wanted to see if we could get someone else to 
help. The best thing to do, we thought, was to get 
as many people as we could helping us. This would 
make the work go much faster and also give us 
many opinions. The best way to do this was to put 
a notice in the Tattler for a few days. Many people 
asked about it and thought it was a worthwhile 
project but none seemed to have the time to put 
any work into it. 
After a lot of work, almost three months 
worth, we are nearing the end of the project, but it  
on tenure 
the face of a demonstrated shift in student 
interests. Empty or overflowing classrooms are 
adequate cause to reposition faculty. However, 
tenure might prevent re-allocation in the face of a 
shift in administrative  interests. I think this is Dr. 
Phibbs' biggest concern, despite the legal questions 
concerning his power to restructure departments. 
My final point on the administration's tenure 
position is that I do believe it has a purpose, 
although an indirect one. It seems that Dr. Phibbs 
is trying to smear the concept of tenure in general, 
i.e. to set it up as the university's Public Enemy 
No. 1. 
Think about it for a moment: after Dr. Phibbs' 
job on the tenure requests last December, a lot of 
people are angry and starting to ask some difficult 
questions. (What are the real reasons for the 
denials? Why haven't the professors themselves 
been given these reasons? And since when did the 
PhD degree become a requirement for tenure and 
promotion, let alone the sole criterion?) 
In light of this uproar, Dr. Phibbs would find it 
very convenient if tenure-denial were suddenly 
seen as the only hope for the university. If 
students become anti-tenure as a matter of 
principle, they are much more likely to forget 
about the barrage of insults and iniquities directed 
against some of the best new professors last 
December. Hence, the big tenure scare. 
The issue as I see it is justice and honest 
dealings. The students of UPS should not be 
fooled by the scare tactics and evasion from the 
president. I hope we will remember that tenure is 
in fact the only defense we have against 
power-hungry presidents,and that without it there 
wouldn't be a single professor that would dare to 
challenge a college president on various caprices. 
Let's keep up the hue and cry over last 
December, and keep asking those difficult 
questions. 
peter macy 
is not quite done yet and we have not made a 
proposal to the Senate. We have looked into a 
lot of things the past few months so that the ASB 
will know all the pros and cons about the Cellar. 
We are not quite done yet but used equipment and 
employee salaries have been looked into. Also we 
were told that the food service does make money 
off of the Cellar as it is now and I think that 
money should be going back to the ASUPS and 
not the school. There are many benefits that the 
student body will get out of the Cellar: like a nice 
place to go get something to eat that is good at a 
reasonable price, a place to go when nothing else is 
going on, and just a place to go to meet 
some friends. UPS is a place where something like 
this is needed. 
I think that the ASUPS can turn the Cellar into 
an enjoyable place to go without a big investment. 
I only wished that Hatcher would have put a little 
more time into his article before he wrote his 
opinion. If only he were not so quick to think that 
he knows it all and ask a few questions he might 
know what is really going on. 
kevin byrne 
cellar committee defended 
To the Editor, 
In reference to the article of April 23, 1976, entitled "no go on 
Cellar plan", I must express my extreme displeasure and 
disappointment in its content, and I question its purpose. 
Frankly, as I maintain a close working relationship with both of 
the people working on the project, Ronn Rohe and Kevin Byrne, 
and am aware of the long and arduous hours they have worked on 
the project, I consider the atta,;, their activities, i.e. 
"self-appointed committee ... working under the guise of official 
sanction," as unfair and illconceived, in the extreme. 
I can assure you that both Rohe and Byrne did seek input in the 
project, including the author of the article, Mr. John P. Hatcher. He 
apparently finds it easier to throw rocks at those who are willing to 
put in time and effort doing the "legwork" in researching the 
project. In fact, and most shocking, is that Hatcher bases his 
observations on one half hour attendence at a project meeting, and a 
five-minute interview with Ronn Rohe. 
As a member of the TRAIL staff, and as one with some 
experience in the print media, I am deeply disappointed that it 
would run this article, which has no basis in fact, whatsoever. The 
two involved are no where near bringing this proposal before the 
Senate, and in fact, contrary to the tone of Hatcher's article, there 
really exists no firm proposal to be brought before the Senate, only 
a vague collection of cost estimates and renovation ideas, a position 
from which most projects begin, as I am sure Hatcher is aware. 
As a member of the Senate, I particularly resent Hatcher's 
inference that the Senate will no doubt "handout" some amount to 
the cellar project, since I, and the other Senate members are 
currently looking into numerous possibilities where the Cellar 
project is concerned, and I personally am aware that no firm budget 
amount has been set, and that there are many proposals floating 
around, with nothing of any permanance having been adopted in any 
way, shape or form. 
I suggest in the future that Hatcher print facts and relevant 
substance, rather than opening a can of worms over "hearsay and 
insufficient evidence" that are no more than figments of Hatchers; 
ill-informed and malicious imagination. 
ma1colm turner 
senator —asups 
democratic decisions called for 
Dear Editor, 
- 	 Recently I have become increasingly aware and accordingly 
dismayed at the subverted dictatorial practices at the University of 
Puget Sound. I am referring primarily to the workings of the 
Administration and some Departments. I am personally aware of 
two Departments so afflicted, and I would guess there are others. 
Turmoil among staff at the University is becoming widespread 
and students are cognizant of the unrest. 
For years, as an undergraduate, I had been under the mistaken 
impression that the Administration and Departments at the 
University, function in a democratic fashion. Events in the last few 
months have led me to believe otherwise. It is distressing but at the 
same time revealing. 
I have puzzled for years over how some teachers continue to 
teach while receiving consistently poor student evaluations and other 
teachers who are well thought of and given good reviews by 
students have not received tenure. 
I think I understand now, its really quite simple. Student 
evaluations and opinions just don't carry much weight when it comes 
to departmental decisions--whether that be tenure considerations or 
policy making procedures. 
I don't mean by this letter to criticize any particular individuals 
who may be in positions of authority and power at the present time. 
I would like to suggest that there is a need for policy and procedure 
change to prevent any individual in a position of authority of 
becoming too powerful, or too persuasive. 
No administrator should hold so much power that he or she 
becomes a threat, either to teachers or students. Staff and students 
alike must feel free to criticize, push for change and make their 
opinions known. If this becomes impossible because of a power 
structure and lack of trust then a University ceases to grow and 
change. 
What is needed, and now is as good a time as any to implement 
such a change, is a realistic, but democratic system of administration 
and Department policy setting. No one individual or small group of 
individuals should have the final say. It is imperative that the 
majority have the last word--students included. 
thank you, 
christa i. huddleston 
edops 
cellar x committee speaks out 
the shoe 
that fits? 
If the university is trying to live up to the old 
adage "save the best for last," then this year's 
juniors are to be congratulated on being saved. 
Due to the unique rotation system devised by the 
registrars office, these students have registered for 
classes, last, for four years. 
We are proud to present the class of '77 with 
the "four-year best losers award." 
r.-Ao swic• •- n  
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overman suggests tenure policy 
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To the Editor: 
Sixty years ago if we had asked, "What will 
automobiles do?" the answer would have been, 
"They will move you fast, and they won't leave 
manure on the streets." But now we would answer 
the same question by saying, "They will congest 
our cities and pollute our air." The second 
function of cars was not so obvious in the 
beginning, but in the long run it is decisive. 
In the same way, we can answer the question, 
"What does the tenure system do?" at two levels. 
At the more obvious level, the tenure system 
works fairly well as a device for protecting 
teachers from arbitrary dismissal. Also it works 
fairly well as a device for 'population control' 
among the faculty; growth in the size of the 
faculty can be achieved by 'easy tenure' or 
discouraged by 'hard tenure.' 
As a device for improving the quality of a 
faculty it probably works a little better than 
chance alone—but not much better, since in most 
cases a teacher is refused tenure merely on the 
chance that a better person later will inherit his 
position. These things are pretty well known. 
What is not so well known is a deeper and more 
important answer to the question, "What does the 
tenure system do?" This answer is: It brings to 
light previously-unrecognized differences among 
people—differences in temperament or even basic 
personality structure, differences in educational 
philosophy or even in basic religious or 
metaphysical vision. Here, in its function of 
'unmasking' the basic human differences which 
determine the welfare and fate of a university 
more decisively than does 'reason,' we find the 
most significant meaning of the tenure system. 
And just as we seem unable to deal with the 
congestion and pollution caused by our 
automobiles, we have so far not even tried to deal 
creatively with the deepest meaning of our tenure 
system. The result of this failure is that these 
human differences appear during tenure decisions 
like a series of unexpected crosswinds sweeping an 
aircraft off course first one way, then another. 
And all the while, no mid-course correction is 
possible, so the fate of the craft is determined 
more by chance than by skill. 
No one judges congestion and pollution to be 
acceptable by-products of automobiles, and  
neither should we meekly accept the life-crashes 
which occur among us because unexpected human 
differences sweep tenure decisions off-course. I 
can see two remedies for our ailment, both of 
which I would prescribe: 
The faculty and administration should devise 
another 'game' for the purpose of 'unmasking' the 
important personal differences which now find 
chief expression in the tenure process. It is 
extremely useful for the inhabitants of a university 
to discover who is likely to become angry under 
pressure and who remains open and sensitive, who 
responds as an extrovert and who responds as an 
introvert, who has a positivist vision of the world 
and who has an organic vision, who thinks well 
and who decides in terms of prejudice.But can we 
not develop ways of making such discoveries at 
times when someone's career is not at stake? 
Would it not be possible for teachers and 
administrators to study each other openly as 
diagnosticproblems? If so, we might offer to each 
probationary teacher a Winterim during which he 
could study and be studied by those who would 
later be responsible for his tenure decision. 
The evaluation system for tenure should be 
altered greatly so as to make possible 'mid-course 
corrections.' This means that the teacher being 
evaluated should be able to read every item in his 
file and visit with anyone whose judgements about 
him appear in the file—whether faculty or student. 
In this way he would be able to note, try to 
correct, and if necessary write into the file his 
response to anything which seems to him 
misleading or inaccurate. This should be done 
before the file is sent to the Dean and the Faculty 
Advancement and Tenure Committee and again 
before that group sends the file to the President. 
Finally, if the teacher believes that some 
unexpected crosswind still has swept his case 
off-course, there shoud be a second chance for him 
to be evaluated. 
A combination of these two remedies will,  I 
believe, do a great deal to relieve what I perceive 
to be a source of great heartache in our body. 
sincerely yours, 
richard h. overman 
chariman, department of religion 
kups fm unrealistic 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to speak out against a plot by a small number of 
students to monopolize student funds "for the next five to ten 
years." 
I am speaking of the small percentage of UPS students who 
make up the personel of KUPS who want the glory of running an 
FM station. 
Since no one is presenting anything about the bad side of the 
issue, 1 am. 
money—It is just unreasonable to expect the university to 
invest $20,000 out of student money. 
reasoning—I have yet to hear a good solid reason for 
KUPS-F M. If you have, I'll listen to it. 
lack of student input-1f students were really interested and 
put some backing into it, it would be a broader project. But  I don't 
see this happening. 
Remember earlier this year when a lot of club budgets got cut 
and now we must pay for boogies and campus flicks. This happened 
because of the purchase of a $4,000 ID machine. 
Why should the student body have to go through these cuts and 
shortages again and again over the next five years just so that these 
egomaniacs can broadcast the same drivel that they broadcast now 
all over the city. 
Reppas 'says "The question when concerning KUPS-FM is not 
how much it costs ... " But that is the question. 
He also says "that with this small (?!!) capital investment, you're 
getting a station.of quality ... " A larger broadcasting range doesn't 
necessarily mean better. 
A fairy godmother is not going to appear, tap her wand and say 
"Now you are an FM station and because of this, you will provide 
prime communication for all of the students and the UPS 
community." 
It takes hard work to make a good communication center. I 
don't think the KUPS is a good communications medium now and 
it sure won't appear just because the broadcast range is increased. 
At this time, KUPS has a very small listening audience. I think 
this reflects their programming. 
Before an investment of this sum,  I think the KUPS staff should 
try to make their programming into something that people would 
find worth listening to. Then, with a strong audience support behind 
them maybe make a bid for FM. 
elisabeth jestice 
bill to end tax rip-off 
Dear Editor: 	 Committee of Single Taxpayers, 
Another April 15 has come 1628 
 - 21st St., NW, Washington, 
and gone, and once more some DC 20009. 
40 million Americans were hit 	 Another bill pending in Ways 
with an income tax penalty of and Means which may be of 
up to 20% because they happen interest to your readers is HR 
to be single (including many 10219, which would allow renters 
who are widowed, divorced, an income tax deduction for 
students, military, etc.). To end 	 that portion of their rent which 
this tax rip-off, Rep. Edward 	 ultimately goes to pay real estate 
Kock (D-NY) has introduced HR 	 property tax on their rental unit, 
850 in the House Ways and similar to the deduction 
Means Committee, to establish 	 presently 	 allowed 	 to 
the lower tax rates used by 	 homebuyers. 
married persons filing joint 	 All who would benefit from 
returns as the tax rates to be 	 these bills are urged to write to 
used by ALL taxpayers. This bill 	 their Representative in Congress 
would ALSO remove tax and to members of the House 
inequities from married couples 	 Ways and Means Committee, 
who both work. 	 pressing for PROMPT, favorable 
More information about HR 	 action. 
850 may be obtained by sending 
a stamped, self- addressed no. 10 
	
sincerely, 
envelope to COST - the 	 lee spencer 
business manager 
paul ried 
editor 
anna hibbard assistant editor merrilee donne!! 
zealous editorial pen causes misunderstandings 
Dear Editor: 
To shorten and perhaps to 
make my article on Bellah more 
readable you inadvertently made 
a couple of mistakes: 
Jefferson wrote the 
Declaration of Independence 
(not the Constitution). 
Robert Bellah was  
speaking about the American 
universities in general, not UPS 
in particular. 
And I prefer my title for the 
article ("The Crisis in Religion 
on Campus") even though it 
may have been a poor headline. 
But the article was certainly 
accurate in presenting the main  
points in the Brown and Haley 
lectures—our revolutionary faith 
and the emergence of "symbolic 
realism." 
pierce johnson 
(Editor's Note - I apoligize for 
my overzealous editorial pen.) 
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cellar: ideas not plans 
Dear Editor, 
I wish to reply to the opinion expressed in the April 23rd issue of 
the TRAIL. 
It first stated that we were a "self appointed" committee of two. 
There are two errors in that statement. First, we were appointed by 
then president Gelbach because because somebody had to do the 
work and we had expressed interest in the matter. Shortly 
thereafter, I ran a blurb in the Tattler for ten days asking for help. I 
received two responses, and only one went as far as to leave me his 
phone number. Secondly, the committee of two is actually a 
committee of four (seven if you count the ASB officers, eight if you 
count the student who left me his number). 
The reported, "guise of official sanction" cannot be further from 
the truth. I have spoken and conferred with all the ASB officers, Mr. 
Hillier and Dr. Clifford and have received their ideas and support. 
Further, a senate member volunteered to act as a representative to 
the senate. I believe this covers the area of "official." 
In regard to the area of employee salary, it has been projected 
only as far as how much they are making now and how many hours 
they will be required to work. You can't figure salaries without 
information that isn't available. Of course we have some IDEAS, but 
they are not concrete. 
Any amount approved by the senate would have to go to two 
places. First, the basic remodeling (depending what you want and 
how far you want to go with it). Secondly, the overhead (salaries, 
equipment upkeep, supplies, etc.) Those two factors have to be 
added up separately. In the nine points worked out with the 
university, heat, light and water will provided free. The operations 
are a continuing cost until the business can hold it's own. It is 
impossible to imagine that any amount can be paid back 
immediatly—the process takes time. Further, the opinion expressed 
that " ... the ASUPS getting in return only the profits of the 
operation" is narrow-minded. They would get not only the money 
to regenerate back into the ASB, they would get the experience of 
learning how to run a business, and get a place more like what the 
students want. 
• 
The point I have been trying to make is that we are students 
trying to do this job and go to school at the same time. We have put 
more than 100 miles . on a car at our expense looking for other 
alternatives and spent many hours looking at all sides of those 
alternatives. We asked for help, and one person responded. 
Perhaps the most irritating point is that I asked three different 
TRAIL reporters to please state that these are only IDEAS we are 
looking at ... not concrete plans. Somehow, though, nobody wants 
to come out and put that in ink. 
sincerely, 
ronn rohe 
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Editor's Note - The following letter comment's on 
TRAIL reporter Jeff Katz' first in a series of four 
articleS on tenure at UPS. 
Dear Mr. Katz, 
I must admit to being bemused by the 
statement of Dr. Clifford which expresses the 
sentiment that a fully tenured faculty will make it 
difficult for the university to change with the 
times. This is a sentiment one hears a great deal 
these days and it accurately expresses the feelings 
of the dean of the university and the president, 
too. 
One is initially moved to agree with this 
statement. It seems to make such good sense. 
"New blood" to revivify a system in danger of 
petrifaction. Upon close inspection and longer 
consideration this sentiment begins to pall and lose 
significance. 
I am struck by two things about this theory of 
a tenured faculty rendered inflexible as it moves 
into the twilight years before retirement. 
First of all, there seems to be an inherent 
assumption that as tenured faculty grow older 
they will become ossified, losing their ability to 
maintain intellectual objectivity and an awareness 
of contemporary developments in their 
disciplines. 
The second item is the assumption that a 
changing body of non-tenurable faculty members 
is going to inject the slowly calcifying, body of 
tenured faculty with new life and vigor. 
In the first case I must admit to the recurrence 
of an old feeling that the administration essentially 
does not trust the faculty, in this case to be 
intelligent and interested enough to avoid 
stagnation of the intellect and spirit. A deplorable 
enough sentiment but made even more curious for 
me in light of the university's intent to retain only 
professors of excellence and quality. 
In the second case, what is going to insure the 
vitality and dynamism of this changing body of 
non-tenured faculty? Just the mere act of having 
to move every few years? Are we then to equate 
physical mobility between the shifting body of 
vital and dynamic teachers and those deadheads 
who have been denied tenure and are out there 
now, shifting around, and posing, most likely, as 
vital and dynamic teachers? • I am piqued, too, 
by the statement from that book entitled Faculty 
Tenure which says something to the effect that  
tenure commits the university to the individual 
but not the individual to the university. More 
than anything it sounds like the basis for doing 
away with tenure. Yet, I fail to see that an 
individual whose relationship with a university is a 
three year appointment is going to be 
overwhelmed with a sense of committment to the 
university. 
Do not mistake this letter as an argument for 
tenure, its continuation, or for the existence of a 
fully tenured faculty. Tenure is a questionable 
basis for a relationship between university and 
professor. It assumes that deep down, a university 
(administration, I assume) is a dastardly, vindictive 
bully incapable of accepting criticism and 
frightened of those who make it. Therefore those 
who would criticize must be protected--i.e., 
tenured. 
One has the impression then that the smart 
professor will remain a closet radical until tenure is 
received. The entire relationship between 
institution and individual is based on mutual 
distrust and deceit. And if that is what tenure is all 
about, then perhaps we ought to drop it and let 
the wolves and jackals have at one another, and the 
university system can go to hell, where many say it 
is now headed irrevocably. 
Let's have clear language, no rhetoric, no 
subterfuge—no redolent persiflage of redundancy. 
Dr. Clifford has assimilated the company's line 
well. He speaks it well--as do Mssrs. Davis and 
Phibbs. 
We all know the university here is faced with 
serious problems and that the administration is 
working to deal with them. However, as I have said 
before and say again, one often has the impression 
that the administration feels it knows the "Good" 
but also feels the "Good" is antithetical to the--as 
they perceive--narrow interests of the faculty and 
students. 
Therefore, one is presented with two courses of 
administrative action—the window dressing of 
rhetoric and the basic action line out of which the 
administration works but feels no one is capable of 
understanding or appreciating. I have been told 
before that this is not the case. Everything is "up 
front". I can only respond by saying that if the 
latter is the case then this university is most 
assuredly a ship without a keel,. 
yours however, 
don kelm 
	
edops again 
kelm calls for clear tenure talk 
johnson canned, victim of bad karma 
Dear Editor: 
I was very disheartened to learn of Pierce 
Johnson's denial of tenure. 
Usually, when I hear of an instance of a 
professor not being rehired, I assume that the 
university had good reasons for letting that 
professor go. Or I can always chalk it up to the 
person's Karma; he was destined to be fired, being 
born under a bad sign and all. 
But such is not the case here. Pierce's 
horoscope checks out OK, and this leads me to the 
inevitable conclusion that it is the University that 
has a case of bad Karma. Pierce will certainly be 
able. to find work elsewhere; some other school 
will 'be - lucky enough to add him to their payroll 
while UPS, due to the political structure common 
to all private institutions, has to deal with 
numerous economical considerations in making 
these types of decisions. 
But the purpose of this letter is not to present 
my opinions of the politics of private institutions, 
nor is it my wish to pin the blame on any 
individual, for I do not know all the facts 
concerning the matter at hand. I do, however, feel 
that University has made a serious mistake by not 
rehiring Dr. Johnson. I feel this decision was 
reached at the sacrifice of certain educational  
concerns. 
There are many of us at the University who 
have not had the privilege of taking a Religion 
course from Dr. Johnson, and now there will be 
many who will never have the opportunity to 
know what they have missed. Those who are 
familiar with Pierce will, I'm sure, agree with me 
when I say that he is a substantial credit to the 
faculty. He is the model professor, whose main 
motivation for doing an outstanding job of 
teaching comes not from his concern to retain his 
position, but rather from helping to raise the 
consciousness and awareness of the student. 
In his efforts to introduce the student to New 
Age ideals, Pierce went to lengths far beyond those 
required of him by contract. He was a dynamo at 
organizing extra-curricular activities that would 
expose the student to philosophical concepts 
aimed at enhancing the students' ability to reason 
in a holistic and integral fashion. 
He was instrumental in expanding the 
boundaries of academia to include those legitimate 
topics which the present curriculum does not 
include but really should, topics such as 
mysticism, meditation, yoga, and other esoteric 
sciences. 
Pierce says that there was a need for such 
instruction and felt that it was time to remedy this 
need. 
That such an interest does exist was 
demonstrated by the attendance at Intersection 
and by the enrollment in such Winterim classes as 
Psychological and Philosophical Approach to 
Mysticism and Altered States of Consciousness. 
Without Pierce the student would either have to 
search elsewhere for this knowledge or 
compromise with his inner interest. 
This brings me to the point I would like to 
make: Dr. Johnson catered to the desire of the 
students' interests by expanding the limits of 
traditional educational subject matter to include 
those subjects in which the students have an 
interest but no academical input supplied by the 
University. 
Isn't this what education is supposed to be all 
about? To cater to the student? To act as a factory 
to supply an already flooded market of 
professionals to me seems a prostitution of the 
ideals of higher learning, but I suppose you can 
chalk it up to Karma. 
I salute Pierce Johnson's efforts to raise the 
dead at UPS and prepare us all for the New Age. 
But there are plenty of other stones to be rolled 
away; I guess that's his Karma. 
hoping for the best, 
chris hager 
Get a free 
kite at 
Pizza Haven. 
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to Pizza Haven. 
This coupon is good for a free 
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Offer good in store only, ending 
politics as usual 
by penny drost 
Recent events on the legislative scene suggest that politics may be sharing 
the add-in/add-out, point-counterpoint scoring system with tennis. 
During the last Legislative Session, Representative Dave Ceccarelli, 
(D—Seattle(, was hospitalized from injuries incurred when his car went over a 
cliff on his way home from a party at The Greenwood Inn. Ceccarelli was 
charged with drunken driving. Not to be outdone, he returned the compliment 
by suing Thurston County for having unsafe roads. 
More recently, a civil suit charging Washington State Insurance 
Commissioner Karl Herrmann with committing acts of "malfeasance, 
misfeasance or nonfeasance" (abuse and misuse/ of funds in public office, was 
filed by Washington State Attorney General Slade Gorton. 
The suit asks for recovery of about S400,000 in damages. Herrmann is 
accused of using his powers as Insurance Commissioner to gain financial 
benefits for himself and other persons. In question are several personal service 
contracts, payments to certain employees, and the private use of state 
resources. One particular case involves the extention of a permit (originally 
issued to allow members of the Seventh—Day Adventist Church to sell 
securities to raise capital for a proposed insurance company) sold to 
Thompson Associates, Inc., of Seattle so that monetary gain could be acheived 
by Thompson himself. Most of the charges are rather complicated for those of 
us who do not understand the duties of the Insurance Commissioner, but 
none-the-less appear to be abuses and misuses if true. Of course, Herrmann has 
denied all guilt. Apparently, though, he feels that this is not enough, so he is 
suing Gorton! 
Herrmann said that Gorton only beat him to the punch, and 'We are ready 
to file a lawsuit against him." According to Herrmann, the AG, while serving 
as majority floor leader in the House of Representatives in 1967, bottled up 
some bills on insurance reform legislation for the benefit of 13 insurance 
companies. He further accuses Gorton of eventually voting for the bills as a 
sort of cover-up when he could hold them back no longer. 
Regardless of whether one, both or neither case holds up, there is 
something else wrong. First of all, where is the right in intragovernmental 
retaliation, especially when the first suit was filed in accordance with the 
duties of the office; and secondly, what kind of citizen morale is built by 
"you're more wrong than" type issues domination an election campaign? We 
all know November is only seven months away. 
t o7the campaign trail-- 
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"I tell you, Folks, all Politics is Applesauce." 
will rogers 
carter and humphrey: head to head? 
by malcolm turner 
With Jimmy Carter's not-so-surprising win in 
Pennsylvania this week, many new issues are now pushed 
to the forefront. 
It must be considered, of course, that the former 
Georgia Governor only won with about 35 percent, 
hardly an overwhelming victory considering his status as 
the "front runner" in the Democratic sweepstakes. 
Regardless, though, of his margin of victory, several 
new circumstances in the race for the Democratic 
nomination are now apparent. • 
First, after no wins, and a poor fourth place finish in 
Pennsylvania, Alabama's Governor George Wallace is now 
politically finished. The issue of Washington bureaucrats 
and the rights of the "little man" have become not only 
fashionable, but somewhat passe in their common 
acceptance. The day of the scrappy little man from the 
South is over. His blue collar and middle class support has 
found a home under other, more socially adoptable 
banners. 
As for Morris Udall, the Arizona congressman, it is all 
too clear that, though he may be the only remaining 
liberal in the race, his power as an active candidate has 
been thoroughly diminished, and he can now be 
effectively counted out of the race. His brand of modern  
progressive government no longer holds the appeal it did 
when John F. Kennedy took it to the voters in 1960. Too 
much has happened; we have been too disillusioned by 
the events of the 1970's to harp back to brighter days. 
Senator Henry Jackson, as well, is for all practical 
purposes finished. He had both party organization and big 
labor support in Pennsylvania, neither of which 
apparently did him much good. In a heavily industrialized 
state such as this, his campaign slogan, "Jackson means 
Jobs", apparently held little appeal. Much can be blamed 
on Jackson himself, for quite frankly, he is dull—in style, 
appearance and personality. And the blue collar worker of 
the 70's demands public officials with all the class and 
charisma that they themselves have been convinced they 
have. 
Only one major factor remains in this tangled, broken 
mess. It is the impending candidacy of Senator Hubert 
Humphrey. He is now the focal point of the liberals, 
moderates, and others, including a large group of party 
regulars now being listed by the national media under the 
heading, "Stop Carter Movement." 
This time around, however, unlike 1972, those seeking 
to stop the front-runner are not intending to be quite so 
obvious in doing so. They all recalltheripping apart of the 
party when the ABM (Anybody But McGovern) group  
organized. The resentment on both sides savaged the 
party from top to bottom, and no one is willing to go 
through that again. It was just too painful. 
But the fact remains that Senator Humphrey is now 
the last remaining best bet to defeat Carter for the 
nomination. Many reasons support this belief. First, 
Humphrey is still the favorite of his party. He still does 
well in polls against President Ford. He still has good 
support throughout areas like the South and West,He is 
still vital and highly visible. 
At this point, with Carter now in position for a clear 
shot at the nomination this summer, it is my best bet that 
the Minnesota Senator will be in the race within 3 weeks. 
I may be wrong, but I believe Humphrey, like much of his 
party, is wary of Carter and the politics of waffle, and will 
sooner than not decide that for the party to run a winning 
race in November, it needs a nominee who appeals to all 
for what he says, not what he doesn't say. 
All indications are that he will enter in time for the 
upcoming New Jersey primary, and this is apparently a 
sore spot with Carter. When Carter wins, he says - the 
people" helped him win; when he loses, it is the work of 
"party bosses" and "those who want to deadlock the 
convention". Both statements are indirect shots at 
Humphrey and his acknowledged big party, big labor 
support. And both are telling. 
Should Humphrey enter, it is suggested, and widely 
believed, that the Carter middle-class support will melt 
like butter in the heat of Humphrey's campaign, returning 
to whom they have wanted all along, but up to now 
couldn't have. Carter will keep up the criticism of "party 
bosses" and the like, for he has nothing to gain, and 
much, indeed, to lose in a Humphrey candidacy. 
I may be wrong, but I judge the mood of the 
Democratic Party as ready for Humphrey, and he as ready 
for them. This column, for those of other political 
persuasions, may become material for a "blooper 
scrapbook." 
It may become, and I think it most likely, a piece of 
predictive political paraphanalia, suitable for framing. 
And if I'm right, I'll do just that. 
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second in a series, 
johnson's tenure-- a case 
by jeffrey g. katZ 
On September 18, 1975, University Dean 
Tom Davis sent all University Department 
Chairmen the list of professors being considered 
for tenure in the 1975-76 academic year: Pierce 
Johnson, Associate Professor of Religion and 
Chaplain jwas not on the list. 
Several others who had come to the 
University like Johnson in 1972 were named. 
This prompted Johnson to consider whether he 
too was eligible to apply for "early tenure", 
and on October 23, 1975 Pierce Johnson sent 
in his application for tenure. Section 7c of the 
faculty code states: 
"Tenure usually is offered with the sixth 
contract. However, it may be granted earlier for 
relevant previous experience or exceptional 
achievement. A faculty member having at least 
three years' full-time relevant experience prior 
to his employment by the University will be 
considered for tenure during the fourth 
contract year." 
This seemed to mean that if Johnson (now 
in his fourth contract year/ had three years of 
relevant experience he could indeed aply for 
early tenure. On September 19, the Religion 
Department proposed his name for tenure on 
this basis. Johnson followed that up with a 
letter to Dean Davis. On September 29, he 
wrote: 
"In this letter I am making a request - d 
consideration for tenure for teaching at t e 
University of Puget Sound. My request is based  :- 
on relevant experience as outlined in section 70-- 
of the Faculty Code. There it states that with e 
three years of relevant experience may apply 
for tenure in my fourth contract year. I have 
served the United Methodist Church as a 
minister for 21 years previous to coming here, 
and I have taught in a college for two years and 
a high school for three years. I think this is 
relevant experience for teaching in the field of 
Religion. And I am now in myifourth contract 
year at the University." t : t 
On September 30, Richer4,0verman, 
Religion Department ChairmajVieteived a 
phone call from the Dean's offlO4- asking for 
more specific data on Johnson's teaching in 
1971. The chaplain spoke with Kay Wingert, 
the Dean's secretary, about the matter, and she 
mentioned that if he had two years of previous 
teaching experience it was "mandatory" that he 
be considered for tenure in 1975. No one in the 
Religion Department had heard the word 
"mandatory" used when discussing tenure. 
Overman sent in the complete file of Johnson's 
letters of recommendation on October 23. He 
then waited for the Advancement Committee 
and the Dean to evaluate Johnson. Since there 
were no further questions about the professor's 
previous teaching, Overman assumed that 
Johnson had enough "relevant experiece" to 
apply for tenure. On December 4, Johnson 
received a letter from President Philip Phibbs 
stating that he had decided not to grant tenure 
to Johnson. 
On Thrusday, December 4, 1975, 
professors Johnson and Overman received a 
letter from President Philip Phibbs stating that 
on December 11, he would recommend to the 
Instructions Committee of the Board of 
Trustees that Johnson be denied tenure. 
He went on to say that he would be free to 
discuss the decision with Johnson on either 
Friday December 5, or Monday December 8. 
The religion professor made the appointment 
for Friday so that both he and Overman could 
discuss the decision with Phibbs. 
According to Overman, "The President 
told both Pierce and I that he had been 
surprised when Pierce applied for tenure, since 
up to that time he had thought of Pierce as his 
Chaplain." 
"I saw Pierce as both teacher and Chaplain:" 
explained Phibbs, "But I didn't ever look to see 
how many courses he taught; I knew he taught  
in the Religion Department." 
"I was surprised that the President had not 
been thinking of Pierce as a teacher all along," 
continued Overman, "but I could see how this 
relationship since 1973 had been almost 
entirely with Pierce as Chaplain and might have 
occasioned this error." 
Overman stated that they all agreed that 
Johnson's application for tenure was a teacher 
and not as Chaplain. 
The Chaplaincy is an administrative position 
to which tenure does not apply. 
"The President then told . us that this was 
the year during which Pierce (Johnson) must 
apply for tenure," said Overman, "and that 
failure to win tenure meant that his contract 
for 1976-77 would be a terminal one 
 . 
The department chairman said that this was 
the first time he knew of these policies of 
"mandatory application" and "mandatory 
terminal contract". 
According to Overman, "It was clear that 
the Dean's office had blundered by not 
informing Pierce earlier that he must apply for 
tenure and that a denial of tenure would mean 
that his fifth year contract would be terminal." 
Overman went on to say that, "Apparently, if 
Pierce (Johnson) had not applied in 1975, 
things would have continued as before, and he 
would have applied in 1976. The actual result 
was odd: It was "mandatory" that he apply 
rather than tentatively and voluntarily. 
Why did Kay Wingert tell Johnson that it 
was "mandatory" that he apply for tenure? The 
faculty code does not state anything to the 
effect of mandatory. The evidence that 
Johnson was hired as a career faculty member 
was in the Dean's files. The Dean could have 
failed to take account of it and continue to 
regard Johnson as Chaplain and therefore, 
noritenurable. 
Overman was still Puzzled as to why he had 
hnt-  known about die.."mandatory" application 
and the fifth-year—terminal contract, so on 
January 5, he went to Davis and told him of his 
purpose to straighten out his understanding - Of 
the faculty code. 
Davis said, ."He really didn't know what the 
faculty code said, because it was in such a 
mess." He told Overman to see Frank Peterson, 
who at that time was the Faculty Secretary, 
because Peterson, the Dean said, was about the 
only person who might know the status of the 
code. 
According to Overman, "The result of all 
this is that the actual procedures used ir 
1975-76 for tenure decisions have been 
complicated by the fact that the process of 
adopting a revised code has been underway for 
two years. Thus, at points where the code 
seems to be ambiguous, administrative policies 
have sprung into the breech. 
The only portion of the 1972 code which 
has been changed concerns procedures for 
faculty appointment, advancement and tenure. 
Section 7 (tenure) of the 1972 code has not 
ueen changed. 7e states that a faculty member 
may be continued without tenure beyond the 
five year probationary period, provided that he 
is notified of the reasons in writing. 7f states 
that if tenure is not offered with the sixth 
contract, the faculty member may request 
reconsideration by a hearing board as provided 
in section 4m. 
According to Overman, "The apparent 
intention of bcth the proposed code 5c.2-3 and 
the AAUP statement is to protect teachers 
against being employed longer than the 
probationary period without the security of 
tenure, and to protect them against abrupt 
dismissal at the end of that period. However, 
the present administrative policies do not seem 
to be in harmony with that intention in two 
ways: 
I. "They appear to be in violation of the 
existing faculty code. 
2. "They appear to function more to 
protect the university against the continued 
employment of probationary teachers than to  
protect teachers against insecurity. It could be 
argued that the policies reflect the the intrusion 
of financial concerns into tenure policies 
without being made explicit to all concerned. 
The first opportunity that Overman had to 
gather the Religion department and brief them 
on Johnson's situation was noon on Monday, 
-December 8, which was already midway 
through the only day remaining open on the 
President's calendar prior to his meeting 
Thrusday with the Board of 
Trustees. Overman asked the President's 
secretary for an appointment on Monday, and 
just as the Religion teachers were gathering for 
their departmental meeting President Phibbs 
called to say • that the only time he could meet 
with :Theni.'Wes . right then. He strongly urged 
them to combine meetings. 
"I realized the pressure of time," remembers 
Overman, "but I told the President that we 
needed to meet privately before coming to see 
him." 
The department agreed to meet with Phibbs 
in about 40 minutes. 
Professors Philips, Albertson, Langbauer, 
Fieeck and Overman spent about 45 minutes 
with the president at that meeting. 
'Vie discussed the way Pierce's (Johnson) 
two positions as teacher andChaplam had come 
up in the tenure process and in our 
conversation on Friday," Overman explained, 
"I then urged the President to postpone action 
on Pierce's tenure until February of 1976 so 
that the Religion department could present him 
with reasons which I was sure would allow him 
to recognize that Pierce's intellectual style 
qualified for tenure.' 
According to Overman and Philips, Phibbs 
said, at the department meeting, that "I don't 
want to offend Pierce (Johnson), so don't tell 
hen, but don't think that he has the quality of 
ff"d 
 "Thsoe bretuteesnituiorned" ,'" Phibbs told them, "was 
how well does Pierce (Johnson) think?" 
"I took that to be a confirmation of my 
impression on Friday," said Overman, "that a 
positive tenure decision would hinge on our 
being able to furnish the President with 
persuasive evidence of Pierce's intellectual 
ability 
Pre's'ident Phibbs recalls that "(Johnson's) 
colleagues in the department came to see me 
and said that they had been confused about the 
position and they asked me to delay my final 
decision until February so that they could 
reevaluate his worth more precisely as a 
member of the faculty separately from his 
position as Chaplain. Apparently there was 
some misunderstanding on the part of his 
colleagues. 
Phibbs granted Johnson a two month 
extension. 
When I contacted the three other members 
of the religion department to get their reaction 
to the "quality of mind" statement, they 
refused comment for the following reasons: 
Professor Bob Albertson, on sabatical in 
Chicago, said that he remembers the incident, 
but does not remember exactly what Phibbs 
said. Albertson refused to back the statement as 
a witness because he has been removed from 
the situation for three months. - 
At the time of the departmental meeting 
with Phibbs, Albertson said that, 'The role of 
Johnson as Professor or Chaplain had not yet 
been decided, so he thought the Religion 
department had another year to go over the 
dual role issue." 
Del Langbauer, on sabatical in San 
Fransisco, said that he really could not 
comment on the statement because he has been 
away from the situation for three 
months. When Darrel Reeck was questioned 
if he remembered Phibb's statement, he replied 
that he could not comment because he is in a 
delicate situation as Assistant to the Dean of 
the University. 
President sent a memo to Johnson, partly to 
report the results of the Departmental visit. In 
the memo Phibbs mentioned that he granted 
the extension because members of the Religion 
faculty had seemed uncertain in their original 
letters as tor whether they were to evaluate 
Johnson as teacher or as Chaplain. 
"Initially 	 I 	 was 	 puzzeled 	 at 	 this 
interpretation of our Monday conversation," 
explained Overman, "which seemed not to 
reflect the real reason I had requested the 
meeting. 
"But, I supposed, the President was recalling 
some of the Religion teachers had included in 
their letters comments about the relationship of 
Pierce's two positions to each other, about the 
relative importance of the two positions to 
UPS, and about Pierce's skills in both 
posit ions. " 
Overman stated that it seemed so clear from 
their Monday meeting that the extension was to 
function as their opportunity to answer doubts 
on the "Quality of Mind" issue, that he 
assumed the President's memo was a reminder 
to them that the proper way to address that 
question was to direct the second file entirely 
to the question of Pierce's intellectual style and 
ability. 
"On that basis," stated Overman, "we 
proceeded to compile a large file which we 
submitted to the Dean in multiple copies late in 
January.." 
During the two months that followed the 
extension, Over man and the Religion 
Department compiled a 250 page appeal dealing 
with Johnson's intellectual ability. The report 
contains letters from the Religion Department 
Faculty, statements of Johnson's professional 
objectives, letters from national leaders in 
Religion and Education, letters from faculty in 
other departments, letters from alumni, letters 
from undergraduates, class evaluations and 
meterials,,,lohnson's publications and research, 
participation in University affairs and Johnson's 
record of community service. 
On January 23, 1976, the appeal_waeeent in 
multi-copies to the Dean's office. eeree"""r 
The Faculty Advancement Committee, the 
Dean and the President went over the appeal. 
After reviewing it, the President notified 
Johnson that he would again recommend the 
denial of tenure, and he would forward this 
recommendation to the Board of Trustees 
Instructional Committee for a final vote. 
On February 10, prior to the convening of 
the Instructional Committee, Overman 
distributed a copy of the appeal to each of the 
members and also requested permission from 
the Chairman of the Committee, Dr. Robert 
Johnson, to appear in Johnson's behalf during 
the meeting. Permission was granted, and 
Overman explained to the Committee members 
his belief that the President was wrong in his 
decision not to tenure Johnson. Overman 
explained to the Committee that Johnson 's 
intellectual style was important to the mission 
of the University as a Church related 
institution. 
After Overman teft the meeting, the 
Committee voted. There were four of the six 
committee members present. 
According to Professor Phihbs who spoke to 
committee member Mrs. Wilbert; ---the 
Committee voted three to one abstention to 
back the President's tenure denial. The 
abstaining member was Mrs. Wilbert. 
Shortly thereafter the committee's meeting, 
the result of the voting was taken to the entire 
board which in turn approved the 
recommendatio. -. that Johnson be denied 
tenure. 
President Phibbs sent a final letter to 
Johnson informing him that the appeal had 
been denied and that his tenure was not 
granted. 
Phibbs finds tenure questions difficult 
• ) porn 
KATZ: In light of last Thursday's question and 
answer session, you made public for the first 
time, the fact the Faculty Advancement 
Committee unanimously recommended not to 
grant tenure to Pierce Johnson. 
	 ' '• 
lag 
PHIBBS: Only in very rare instances lias the 
faculty advancement committee not been 
unanimous on tenure matters. This statement 
was sent in a memorandum in February to all 
faculty members. 
KATZ: I am not understanding something here. 
Is it true that none of the information involving 
a tenure matter, including that of how the 
Faculty Advancement Committee votes, is ever 
n disclosed? 
pHIBEss : We do not disclose how the Faculty 
Advancement Committee votes individually or 
collectively. 
KATZ: You said that you had the full backing 
of the Faculty Advancement Committee in the 
Johnson case? 
PHIBBS: I don't think I said that I had the full 
backino..1. cipW.t:re: emberAbc.exact words I 
u sed , 	 Ai: 
K ATZ Unanhrous hadkinif. 
PHIBBS: On the Plaice Johnson case? 
KATZ: Yes. You said something to that effect. 
Now I asked you to clarify it; that's why I 
brought it up. 
PHIBBS: It I said that I should not have said it 
publicly because I am not supposed to. 
	 ,..•• 
KATZ: Okay, you said it, so apparar 
the record in public. 
PHIBBS: Well, that was a slip of the tongue on 
my part, bucauSe I am not supposed to reveal 
that. 
KATZ:Was there a tenured slot for Johnson? 
PHIBBS: We have no limitations on tenured 
slots at this institution. The fact that we are 
concerned about a fully tenured faculty does 
not affect our decisions. Are you quite certain 
that I said the Advancement Committee was 
unanimous on Pierce Johnson? 
KATZ: yes. 
PHIBBS: I 
 should not have said that. That was 
a bad slip of the tounge on my part. 
 I would 
prefer that the statement not be quoted. Not 
that it is not an acurate statement, but 
 I should 
not have disclosed that. 
KATZ: In regard, to the Pierce Johnson case, it 
says in 50.3 (of the faculty code) that "tenure 
may be granted earlier for relevant previous 
experience, or exceptional achievement. A 
faculty member having at least three years full 
time service in institutions of higher learning 
prior to employment by the university will be 
considered for tenure during the third contract 
year even if the total full-time service in the 
profession thereby exceeds seven years; in that 
case the forth contract will be either tenured or 
terminated. Is tnere any inclination of the word 
mandatory used in any of the tenure process? 
In any tenure application process? As far as, is a 
faculty mem ber ever,.,required to apply for 
tenure? 
No, because the institution watches 
carefully the timing in each case in order to 
make sure that the decision is made at the 
proper time. If we don't make the decision at 
the proper time and an individual is retained 
beyond that initial time, by the AAUP rules the 
individual automatically acquires tenure. 
KATZ: How can there be a fully tenured 
faculty at this institution? If there will be turn 
over at the top, 65 retirement, and a turnover 
at the bottom, which you seem to be getting, 
how can there be a completely tenured in 
faculty? 
PHIBBS: First of all, I doubt that at any 
moment there will ever become a completely 
tenured faculty, but that's not the nature of the 
problem ... First of all, the number of people 
we will have retiring in the next few years is 
very small. Our faculty tends to be a quite 
young faculty. There are a few faculty members 
in their sixties and a comparatively few in their 
fifties . 
To get to your initial question . will 
we ever have a fully tenured faculty? 
Absolutely not, but that's not the nature of the 
problem. The nature of the problem is that 
student interest changes over a period of time 
from one discipline to the next. If we are going 
to serve those students properly by providing 
them with sufficient faculty members to teach 
in those areas that are new, we have got to be 
able to take faculty slots from the areas of 
decline, into and equip them to the areas of 
rising interest. The problem is we never know 
what are going to be the areas of declining 
student areas. 
KATZ: Why have you not been disclosing the 
exact reason as to why an individual faculty 
member has not been receiving tenure? Why 
isn't it disclosed? If I didn't receive tenure and  I 
carne in to talk to you about it and  I ask why 
didn't I receive tenure, what are the specific 
reasons? What I've been hearing is that 50% of 
the people who did not receive tenure are 
saying that you have been declining to say 
anything because reasons are secret. Some of 
these faculty members are walking out of your 
office with no idea why they were not tenured 
and Some are. Is there any? 
PHIBBS: There are two things to bear in mind. 
First of all, in any number of years of 
experience in higher education, it is extremely 
hard to convince a person who didn't get tenure 
that there are clear and reasonable reasons for 
that decision. It's something people just don't 
want to accept and  I have seen it as long as I 
have been in higher education because it is 3 
blow to the individual's ego. People can't deal 
with it and so they simply say no reasons were 
given or no valid reasons were given and there's 
not much that one can do with that. Number 
two I have talked with all the people that have 
come to see me about not receiving tenure and 
I have explained the reasons in terms of the 
criteria that are used, that is the criteria that are 
spelled out in the faculty code and outline the 
rationale for the decision. I don't do what some 
faculty members would like me to do and that 
is to say in course X you failed to come to class 
5 times or your student evaluations were thus 
and so. What people do not reaslize is that in an 
evaluation of a faculty member we come to 
look at the individual's worth as a whole and 
measure their past performance and then try to 
decide whether or not the individual has those 
qualities that we are going to need for the 
future. 
KATZ: What I'm asking about is 6C.2 in the 
faculty code which states: In the case of tenure 
the criteria are: (1) Proven excellence in 
teaching; (2) Distinct evidence of professional 
growth and service; and (3) The personal 
and professional characteristics that promise to 
make an effective member of the University for 
the balance of the persons career. Are those 
criteria ever discussed at the close of the tenure 
decision with the individual faculty member? 
PHIBBS: Yes, I had one candidate  I tried to do 
that with and it resulted in a continuing 
argument because again, he did not want to 
accept the fact that he did not get tenure, he 
could not accept that decision. To this day he 
thinks that I have not told him the reasons; 
 I 
tried but he simply would not listen. 
KATZ: When exactly, try to be specific, did 
You realize that Pierce was ;hired as career 
faculty and not as Chaplain?' ' 
PHIBBS: When I saw the list in the fall. 
KATZ: When he came to the university in 1973, 
then 1975, did you construe Pierce Johnson as 
Chaplain of the university or as associate 
professor of religion? 
PHIBBS: I saw him as both. But I didn't look 
ever to see how many courses he taught. 
 I knew 
he taught in the religion department. 
KATZ: Did you know that he was career 
faculty? 
PHIBBS: Yes. I had a meeting with Pierce 
Johnson and Dick Overman in the beginning 
regarding his tenure decision and I outline to 
them the reasons envoked with great emphasis 
upon one personal fact which they have then 
taken and distorted out of context. We did not 
take the time for other reasons because they 
zeroed in on one issue. I think it was the first 
issue we discussed. 
KATZ: The president said because he was 
university chaplain he could not receive tenure 
and that he had been invited here as Chaplain. 
PHIBBS: That is not correct. If you look in the 
red bnok. there is a memo that they made a 
mistake in their statement which they made in 
our conversation. And that ought to give you 
my response to that question I'll have to get my 
copy. 
KATZ: I'm asking you to react to these things. 
There are a couple of things here that were not 
on the memo. It says something there about the 
chaplains should have nothing to do with 
tenure which you already stated as true, but he 
was being judged on his career faculty position 
KATZ: I had 	 phone conversation with Bob 
Albertson abOut, four .,days ago and he said at 
the time of the _region department's meeting 
with the president, the role of Johnson as a 
professor or as Chaplain had not yet been 
decided and they thought they had another 
year to mull over the dual role decision. 
PHIBBS. Let me go through this step by step.  I 
thought in thajall that Pierce was not teaching 
7 units. I discovered in the fall that he was. The 
evaluation process went forward. The 
department sent in its recommendatibnhe 
advancement committee, the dean and 1\all 
acted upon it. Although I had not been aware 
of it until the fall that Pierce was teaching 7 
units, when this material Came to me I was, and 
I considered his worth as a member of the 
faculty exclusive of .. .his other position as 
Chaplain. The religion department said they 
misunderstood, "some of us thought we were 
evaluating him as a faculty member, some as 
chaplain; we would like the chance to 
reevaluate him only as faculty." And 
 I said to 
them I was not lingering under that confusion; 
 I 
evaluated him exclusively as a faculty member. 
But in fairness, for which now, ..1 get battered 
over by this bloody university . the TRAIL, 
and others for being fair,...ftaid Qkay, you can 
go back arid reevaluate him in his role ; osi2,, 
associate professor." 
KATZ! So it was the religion department a 
had this dual role confusion? 
PHIBBS: That's correct and I told them that 
pointedly, that I was not belaboring under that . , 
misapprehension, but it had become clear to me 
in the fall what his status was and how we 
would evaluate hirr. But in view of their 
confusion, I would be willing to go through the 
whole evaluation process one more time,. 
KATZ: Two month extension? 
PHIBBS: That's right. 
KATZ: The second time through did the 
colleagues in the religion department write 
another set of recommendations? 
PHIBBS: Yes, we went through the whole 
process step by step. The point I'm trying to 
make through, at the December 9 meeting we 
discussed two things and unfortunately most of 
the discussion we spent on the question of 
Chaplain ; we did not spend much time 
discussing the other part of evaluation. But I 
outlined my feelings to them that the chaplain 
should not be on tenure and they agreed Vvith 
me. But I made clear that it was not that basis 
on which the tenure decision was being made, 
that it was his role as a faculty member.  I said 
you did have proper scrutiny as a member of 
the faculty and you were in a sense given every 
consideration as were any other members of the 
faculty. And again I concluded most reluctantly 
"in view of your services to the university that 
in my best judgement you should not be given 
tenure in terms of the criteria outlined in the 
faculty code." And this was why  I wrote the 
memo of December 9 because that was not 
properly recorded in the memo that  I received 
at the time. 
KATZ:(Quoting again) "I am afraid that your 
memo, February 3, 1976, does not in any way 
reflect accurately our conversation on Tuesday. 
It is not in any sense a record of that 
discussion, but it does provide me with some 
additional insight into your thinking. 
PHIBBS: Pierce does not want to hear about 
this. He does not want a denial of tenure so he 
he does not hear when one points out to him 
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faculty and on that criteria. I'm just getting 
very tired of the case. Every kind of political 
ploy has been pulled on me and I am getting 
tired. 
KATZ: Richard Overman says in that meeting 
with you and the faculty that you said, "I don't 
want to insult Pierce, but I don't think he has 
the Quality of mind to be tenured." 
PHIBBS: That was among the different things 
we talked about that are involved in the 
evalutation I said something of that kind, 
sure, but that's one of the things we talked 
about, but I was not saying that that was the 
reason Pierce Johnson did not receive tenure. 
KATZ: Johnson asked the President, "in what 
ways did I fail?" and the President said, "In no 
way did you fail." Then Johnson said, "mere 
must have been something that I .didn't do 
properly," and the president said, "no you have 
done everything all-right but you can not be 
granted tenure because of this subjective 
decision or interpretation of the policy of the 
University." 
PHIBBS: That is total distortion...not getting 
tenure is not a sign of failure; it's simply an 
indication that although you're doing a good 
job(you're doing a good job or you wouldn't be 
kept here for six years) it may not be at the 
level that is expected of a tenured faculty or 
they may not have displayed the qualitied of 
mind that indicate they are goingto continue to 
grow at this college. I point this out many 
times, they come out of graduate school and 
are fresh in their discipline but they can go 
down hill and so you have to look at the 
qualities of mind. And a person doesn't fail, it's 
simply that they are not performing at the 
levels expected; do not show the qualities that 
are required for a long term situation. That's 
not a failure. So how did I fail is a meaningless 
question. A nd every time the subjective 
judgement comes up--I am referring to the fact 
that there is not an objective mathematical way 
in which you calculate whether or not a person 
has accumulated enough points to receive 
tenure. But tenure isn't based on taking a mark 
of 75 points on a mathematical scale. Tenure 
 • 
instead is based upon an evaluation, a 
judgement, on the work past, the prospective 
 . 
work in the future. Any judgement is of • 
necessity subjective in nature. That is 
something that people keep tossing around. No 
judgement is a valid judgement since it's made 
,•• on a subjective basis. All Judgements, all 
evalutions aremade on a subjective basis unless 
you use some kind of mathematical formula 
and tessting it ant that only occurs in fields like 
mathematics where there are precise answers. 
Ws meaningless, isn't it? 
PHIBBS: I think there's a basic point that has 
to be borne in mind. There's first of all the 
question of whether or not we want quality 
faculty at the institution and if we are going to 
aim for quality faculty then we have to accept 
the fact that some people are not going to get 
tenure. Secondly, we're going to have to accept 
the fact that when someone does not get 
tenure, they are going to be extraordinarily 
unhappy, are going to find it very difficult to 
understand the reasons for it and the students 
who like that professor are going to feel that 
something was wrong and unfair. 
Thirdly, you have to bear in mind that you 
can take up all kinds of comments made out of 
context and distort them to whatever you have 
in mind and the basic question is whether or 
not we have a fair procedure of evaluation, 
whether or not the people involved in it 
struggle to make lecisions or not, and finally 
one must accept the fact that there will always 
be differences of oainion. 
Are the procedures fair, and are the people 
involved struggling to make a fair decision? 
The first answer has to be yes and the 
second answer has to be yes.  I know how much 
time the committee on faculty advancement 
puts in and struggles on these decisions.  I know 
how much time I spend on these decisions, how 
much agony I go through. I literally don't sleep 
for two weeks. I know how important these 
decisions are for the people and the institution. 
But in the end of that process then to be 
accused of all kinds of unfairness, lack of 
consideration for the feelings of students and 
faculty members and intonations that you are 
somehow being evil in what you're doing is very 
n depressing • 
rr 
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by torn alien 
'1Nhat is your child learning in school? What should 
she or he be learning in addition to such basic skills as 
reading, writing and arithmetic?" 
The preceding question appeared in the April issue of 
Redbook, opening an article examining innovative 
educational programs. It is being asked more and more 
both by the nation's educational system, searching for 
more meaningful courses, and parents questioning the 
rationalization behind experimental and pilot programs in 
public schools. 
Under particular scrutiny is a social studies course for 
fifth and sixth graders called MACOS. MACOS ("Man: A 
Course of Study") was designed by world-renowned 
psychologists Jerome Bruner and B. F. Skinner. The 
course, which is tax-supported, is part of an experimental 
program adopted by the National Science Foundation 
intended to study primitive cultures. 
MACOS has been taught in the Franklin Pierce School 
District in south Pierce County for four years and is 
currently being taught in more than 1700 schools 
nationwide, reaching approximately two percent of the 
elementary school population. 
The program teaches about a very primitive band of 
Canadian Eskimos called the Netsilik. Through an array of 
films, booklets, games, records, maps and teacher guides, 
students also learn about salmon, herring gulls, baboons 
and the many life-sustaining techniques in the frozen 
Artic. However, beyond this simple outline of the course, 
little agreement on MACOS is evident. 
Opponents argue such a course is aimed at 
undermining the morals of children by exposing them to 
subversive doctrines which alienate them from the beliefs 
and moral values they have learned at home. 
Arlene Snowden, who represents the Concerned 
Citizens of Pierce County, a group of parents who object 
to the course, said MACOS teaches Humanism, "a godless 
religion" and among other things stresses evolution, 
cannibalism and communal wife-swapping. 
Defenders of the course disagree. They insist that the 
teaching materials give children the opportunity to 
compare different life styles and to become tolerant of 
other moral values. In short, they claim it teaches children 
to think for themselves. 
Earlier this year, an advisory committee made up of 
teachers, administrators and parents reviewed complaints 
against MACOS and recommended that the program be 
continued. The committee supported the decision by 
adding that many of the complaining parents were not 
district residents and that much of the objectable material 
had been taken out of context. The committee concluded 
that most of the teachers, student and parents were happy 
with the course. 
The Franklin Pierce School Board, on the advice of 
the advisory committee and the Parkland Elementary 
School parent advisory committee, which passed a 
resolution in support of MACOS, voted to continue the 
controversial program. 
Eldon Kyllo, the principal of Parkland and the head of 
that school's advisory committee, said only one parent in 
three years has called and talked to a teacher about the 
course. "We would have done away with the program had 
we had a strong objection or community feeling from a 
majority of the people," he emphasized. 
He said MACOS is "absolutely not a religion. Sure, 
evolution is anti-religious, but we're not saying how the 
Eskimos got there," he added. 
sex in your ear 
(ZNS) A radio network ir 
Philadelphia is now broadcasting 
"Adult Only" book readings for the 
blind. 
Radio network R-I-C-B (Radio 
inofrmation center for the blind) has 
programmed a special "Adult book 
hour" during which erotic passages in 
books are beamed out via a special 
receiver to sightless listeners. 
The director of the program, 
Frank Kastner, says the station now 
broadcastsoral readings of such books 
as Fear of Flying and the Joy of Sex 
to blind people who don't want to 
wait until the books are published in 
braille or put on talking records. 
Kastner reports that audience 
reaction to the "adult" readings has 
been so favorable that some listeners 
have even asked the network to begin 
broadcasting hardcore pornography. 
macos: 
to be or not to be 
"One of the values of MACOS is that it teaches the 
uniqueness of man and shows how man is better able to 
control his environment than animals. Man has advanced 
from his primitive stage." 
Kyllo maintains that students cannot fail the course 
since they are simply required to voice opinions.. 
"It teaches them to think for themselves and to make 
decisions on the information they receive," he continued. 
"Teachers say they can always tell the students who have 
taken MACOS because those students are able to draw 
their own conclusions and think for themselves." 
Kyllo concluded by saying most children enrolled at 
Parkland Elementary like the course. He added that much 
of the objectionable material is taken out of context and 
behavior 3 nOT - taughh- but—merely .-clepieted-as-
modes of a primitive culture. 
Jim Scearce, the only MACOS teacher at Parkland 
Elementary School, said he is a Christian and that the 
subject of the course has "nothing to do with religion." 
"The study allows for the teaching of evolution," he 
said, "but the overall flow is not to teach evolution. 
"The value in this ,00ltise is pointing out the 
uniqueness of man. in has be —kisred of being an 
animal, but man 
stewardship 
he is left t 
being corn 
decide to he 
Scearc 
has had 
used his 
materia 
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he stressed. 
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article, many parochial schools across the country have 
adopted the program because it enables children who have 
acquired a variety of ethical beliefs from home or church 
the opportunity to apply these value judgements to new 
and old problems. 
The most serious opposition to MACOS comes from 
concerned parents who expect their children to "follow 
unquestioningly in their footsteps, accepting without 
argument parental beliefs, standards of behaviour and 
ethical values," Redbook said. Many parents believe such 
courses are corrupting young minds. 
Berne Biteman, principal at James Sales Elementary 
School, in the Franklin Pierce District, said the program 
was a welcome substitute for a dried-up social studies 
class. He added parental input have been encouraged. 
"They (concerned parents) won't discuss and refuse to 
meet with teachers," he said. "This is no way to analyze 
things." 
Biteman emphasized that the material studied is not 
something you take home because homework is not 
involved. He said the reason students are asked not to 
take books home is to guard against expensive losses. 
One parent, who is a member of the Parkland 
Advisory Committee and a substitute teacher in the 
Franklin Pierce District, said her two children have never 
;
en more excited and enthused about a course than 
ACOS. "They start to work on projects as soon as they 
tome home," she said. 
She concluded that the teacher at her children's school 
onstantly invites parents to come in and see films and 
ooks on the material. 
"I feel the key is the teacher," parent Maurice Laufer 
emarked. "The teacher can teach evolution in any 
course. Just because they study a part of a culture doesn't 
. riean anyone is in favor of it and everybody should 
liccept it." 
I 	 Laufer, who became involved in the support of 
(IMACOS through frequent criticisms of the teaching 
material, said he favors the program because he has read 
the 117-page teacher's manual and understands the aims 
Ond purposes of the course. 
/ "The people who protest haven't dug into it," he 
added. "The purpose of the course is to see what is a 
human being and how do you become more human. 
"Some parents say the films are bad and cause 
mightmares, but many parents allowed their kids to see 
the movie Jaws, and I can't see any difference there." 
Other proponents have indicated MACOS "Is the most 
exciting and enlightening course I have encountered," and 
"it is the most significant all-around educational program 
I have ever been involved with." 
For many of the people interviewed, MACOS is not a 
- tradiction of Christianity, although the mention of 
olution is inherent in the study of primitive cultures. 
State Senator Joe Stortini (Dem. Tacoma), the 
chairman of the Senate Education Committee, said he was 
not familiar with MACOS other than what he had learned 
from hearings. He pointed out the need for more parental 
input in developing "an effective and more efficient 
educational system." 
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Scearce added that he 
from his students concerning 
said they "would like more classes i eth 
Dierdre McCrary, a teacher wh 	 iti te t MACOS 
study at Epiphany School in Seattl 	 Iled it the "most 
intellectual and sophisticated ed 	 non for elementary 
students" she has ever seen. 
"It integrates all aspects 
discipline," she related. "So many ele 	 1141---a41,: 7, 
into it instead of just social studies. It is so 6 .4M 
researched, it is a pleasure to teach." 	 -1V1ACOS Lesn't 
teach anything, it merely exposes them (the children ) to 
the concept," she continued. "The best Christians are 
those who are not ignorant of other ideas, but look at all 
other spectrums. It doesn't teach you these lifestyles. 
Nothing is right or wrong. !t just teaches them to think." 
McCrary said MACOS uses the inductive approach 
which allows students to come to the ideas themselves 
through a comparison process. "They look at other kinds 
of society, then look at their own social structure, and 
compare," she concluded. 
Epiphany principal Mark Kimball said that his school 
is no longer parochial, but strictly independent of any 
religious affiliation. However, according to the Redbook 
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Newly-appointed Dean Wallace M. Rudolph stands in 7 
front of his new domain, 
	 photo by keith bauer 
Bullhorn Tavern 
New Owner 	 New Stereo 
May Day Celebration 
254 schooners $1.25 pitchers 
FREE PEANUTS 
1 . 	 YOU SHELL 
L. 6pm-2am MAY 1st 
614 No Pine 627-6663 
accreditation man' departs 
-tom In view of the dean's extensive record of accomplishments, this favorable self-image can hardly be 
denied. Since his admission to the Massachusetts Bar in 
1939, he has practiced law in both that state and the US 
Army, taught law courses at St. Louis and Duquesne 
Universities and held positions with several large 
corporations. 
Sinclitico was named dean of the San Diego School of 
Law in 1964 and remained there until 1970. During his 
tenure, the school received full accreditation from the 
American Bar Association and the Association of 
American Law Schools. 
Residents of Tacoma's Clover Park School District 
became acquainted with the name Joseph Sinclitico 
through last year's teacher's strike. The dean was a 
court-appointed master in the four-month dispute, and 
was lauded for his role in bringing about a settlement. 
Sinclitico's announcement of resignation has triggered 
recent comments from several of his associates: 
Adele Doolittle, assistant dean at the law school: 
"I have worked with Dean Sinclitico since April 1972, 
and I have never known him to be anything less than 
totally involved in the welfare of the school and everyone 
in it: the faculty, the students and the staff. He has been a 
dynamic and farsighted leader.  I feel we were fortunate 
indeed to have had him at the helm during this time." 
President Phibbs: 
"Dean Sinclitico has done a remarkable job in 
contributing to the success of the law school. The rate at 
which our students have passed the bar exam is a tribute 
to his efforts." 
Ron Gue, president of the Student Bar Association: 
"Dean Sinclitico has worked closely with the SBA as 
an expression of his desire to stay in touch with students 
and their problems. There is no question that our 
academic success is due to the driving force of this man." 
The law school's current enrollment is 812, a 
substantial leap from the original figure of 413 in 1972. A 
total of 274 have graduated since it opened its doors 
three-andone-half years ago. If these hundreds of students 
share no other common interest, they are united in 
appreciation of the dedicated man who made their 
education possible, Joseph Sinclitico. 
Departing Dean Joseph Sinclitico 	 photo courtesy upsnb 
by nina van de mark 
"All of us feel the creation of the school has been 
nothing short of a miracle," said US District Court Judge 
George Boldt shortly after the opening of the University 
of Puget Sound School of Law in September 1972. 
Responsible for the "miracle" was Joseph A. 
Sinclitico, Jr., dean of the school since its inception, who 
will retire next September and return to teaching at UPS 
after a year-long sabbatical. 
A 1939 graduate of Harvard Law School, Sinclitico 
was appointed in January 1972 with the task of recruiting 
faculty, acquiring library needs and general finalization of 
everything from equipment to administrative personnel. 
He helped the school receive accreditation in an almost 
unprecendented amount of time—about 8 months. 
Though Sinclitico declined a . personal interview 
because of past misinterpretation by the press, he did 
agree to provide written responses to questions 
concerning his departure and future plans: 
CI: Why are you resigning your post as dean of the law 
school? Did anyone influence your decision? 
A: No one influenced my decision. My resignation as dean 
is due to personal reasons, primarily, that of planning and 
providing for my retirement. Secondly,  I have been a dean 
at the University of San Diego and UPS law school for a 
total of 12 years. This is three times the average tenure of 
most deans. Lastly, the law school has completed its 
initial phase of being established and accredited. 
Henceforth, major steps forward would dictate that a new 
dean which we have been very fortunate to enlist, 
Dean-elect Wallace M. Rudolph, should be the person to 
initiate and share in the beginning and formulation of new 
policies and programs. 
Q: What are your plans for the upcoming year? 
A. I plan to devote most of my time to reestablishing 
myself as a competent law teacher and to prepare my 
teaching assignments upon my return from sabbatical. My 
plans do not include travel. 
0: What kinds of classes will you be teaching upon 
return? 
A: Those classes that the dean assigns me.  I hope he sees 
fit to assign me to courses dealing with labor law and 
employment. (Editor's Note - Sinclitico's past teaching 
experience includes courses in contracts, sales, negotiable 
instruments,  equities, trusts, wills, corporations, 
par tnerships, agencies, income tax, estate tax, 
jurisprudence and labor law.) 
0: Have you accomplished the goals you set out to do as 
dean? 
A: First, let me make it clear that 
 I did not set the goals. 
But of those set, especially to establish a high quality law 
school evidenced by both ABA and AA LS accreditation, 
 I 
am confident that 
 I have helped to achieve those goals. 
CI: What needs for change must be addressed in the future 
•by the new dean? 
A: The needs for change will be those that the dean, 
faculty and administration of the university establish. It 
would be highly improper for me to suggest what those 
changes would be. 
0: What response do you have to your alleged reputation 
as the "accreditation man"? If offered a similar job at 
another unaccredited university, would you accept? 
A: I most certainly will not accept appointment at 
another accredited or unaccredited university as a law 
school dean. As for my alleged reputation, 
 I didn't know I 
enjoyed such a name. If it is true, I hope it does not 
overshadow the fact that 
 I believe I am a good law teacher 
and lawyer.  
rudolph sets priorities 
by nina van de mark 
Replacing Joseph Sinclitico upon his resignation as 
dean in September will be Wallace M. Rudolph, professor 
of law at the University of Nebraska. 
Though unavailable for a personal interview, Rudolph 
commented on his future role as dean via telephone from 
his Nebraska home: 
VAN DE MARK: What will be your major responsibilities 
as dean of the UPS law school? 
RUDOLPH: My major concerns include development of 
new and existing programs, extablishing a strong 
relationship with the Bar and government, and 
recruitment of faculty and students. 
VAN DE MARK: Have you set any goals or priorities you 
hope to accomplish as dean? 
RUDOLPH: I hope to work with the development of legal 
education, which will continue the training of lawyers 
after they graduate. 
VAN DE MARK: In view of the over-abundance of 
lawyers in the job market, do you see the current role of 
law schools changing? 
RUDOLPH: First of all, I see this "over-abundance" as 
only temporary. Secondly, a lawyer's education does not 
cease upon graduation, and law schools must fill the need 
for continued training. 
Finally, I consider legal education to be the best 
liberal arts program there is. It is not only applicable to 
the practice of law, but to jobs in government and 
business as well. 
VAN DE MARK: What is your opinion of the clinical 
approach to legal training (essentially an intern program)? 
RUDOLPH: It is useful, but we must be careful not to 
spend too much time teaching a student essentially what 
he or she will be doing 'the first year out of law school. 
VAN DE MARK: Do you feel a stronger need for 
recruitment of minorities, or should admittance standards 
be equitable? 
RUDOLPH: It is important to recruit minorities, but 
only on equal standards. Anything less would be doing 
them a disservice. 
VAN DE MARK: Students at the law school are upset 
about the inadequacy of facilities (lack of library space, 
crowded classrooms, poor ventilation, no cafeteria), and 
the law school has been placed at the bottom of the 
priority list for construction. What are your opinions of 
the present facilities and do you have any suggestions to 
alleviate the problem? 
RUDOLPH: The school will definately have to expand as 
the number of students increases. However, the facilities 
are not bad in relation to many I have seen. 
Just as important are the needs for scholarship and 
research money—the dollars must be allocated where they 
will serve the most good. 
arts - entertainment 
and now.... as the stomach turns 
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'by chuck richardson 
Suicide, sex, V.D., impotence, amnesia, frigidity, 
sickness, fornication, alchoholism, miscarriage  , adultery, 
divorces, and hysterectomies; these are a few of my 
favorite things. 
Ah, the joys of daytime television are virtually 
limitless. Where else but on the indefatigable soap operas 
could one get a sophisticated, unbiased, view of typical 
American life? At last we have a place to turn to find 
true-to-life adventures. 
Like the things that happen to you and me every 
day. For example, let's tune in to the popular soapie: 
"Yours until Dawn". Greatgrandmother Hansen can 
watch courageously as three generations of her children 
slip down the drain. Her daughter-in-law has just 
committed suicide because she has learned that her 
husband. Jim, has driven his secretary insane intentionally 
so that she, his secretary, would not go to his wife with 
proof of his infidelities. Their son, Morey, having 
amnesia, is lusting after his sister who, because of her 
masectomy is driven to joining the Peace Corps in 
Venezuela. Abandoning in the process her illegitimate 
son. At least Grandmother Hansen has her husband to 
care for. He is an alchoholic defrocked minister who is 
now performing illegal abortions. 
Now we have just time enough to eat lunch and dry 
our eyes before we hit the next soap opera. 
Another show took six months to discuss a child abuse 
case. One woman spent 17 days in a revolving door having 
flashbacks. It also seems that time is a miraculous 
panacea, or, perhaps that with amnesia in the plague 
proportions that it is, not even the writers are immune. 
For, in one case, a woman who underwent a 
hysterectomy years ago suddenly became a mother. One 
wonders how the child turned out. 
But, it is not all agony and chaos. Why on "Fools in 
Paradise" Carol left her lover and returned to her loving 
husband. She promptly got breast cancer. 
At least it is easy to define the line between the Good 
and Bad people, just like real life. For those few of you 
who have not experienced the joys of daytime t.v. a little 
background may be helpful. You see, Good people discuss 
pregnancy endlessly. Babies are everything to them. This 
allows women, whether they are pregnant, hoping to 
become pregnant, or worried because they aren't, to be 
irrational, inept, irritable, alienating, and hysterical. Good 
men can be pegged instantly because they refer to 
themselves as expectant fathers. Evil people are even 
easier to spot. Evil women are "career girls". Not 
homemakers like Good women who keep house and make 
babies in between visits to the hospital. Evil women are 
trying to compete in the man's world and any husband is 
fair game. Why, they don't even want to make babies 
(egad). Evil men are just anti-baby (all men play around, 
everybody knows that). 
George Plimpton, professional amateur and noted 
author, will appear at 8:00 pm on Monday, May 3, in the 
SUB lounge. His lecture presentation will be free to UPS 
students and their guests with an ASUPS card. Others will 
be seated as space permits. 
touring tacoma eateries 
by john p. 
It's late at night and all of a sudden your tummy grumblingly lets you 
know that it wants a nice big juicy sandwich. Where do you go? 
The teeny boppers have got all of Sixth Avenue tied up with their cars; 
Herfy's and Mac's just doesn't seem to do the job anymore, you wish Jack 
would go back in his greasy box, and A & W is great if you need to kill your 
indigestion with a gallon of root beer. 
So you pick up this issue of the TRAIL and read this bit of wisdom. For 
the best sandwiches served anywhere in the Puget Sound area, it becomes 
difficult to beat the Lemon Restaurant on old Highway 99 (1320 Puyallup 
Ave). 
From the outside the place doesn't look much different than any of a 
thousand other cafes or restaurants that once served the multitudes before 
frast-food chains came into reign. But, once inside you notice the quiet 
down-home feeling that seems to lend itself to the atmosphere. 
- 	
The hostess is quick to greet you, and before long you are seated looking at 
a menu and wondering where inflation has gone--the prices are within reason! 
You remember that you came here for a sandwich and not the tempting steaks 
and seafoods, so at last you order and await your meal. When the edible 
delight reaches you, you ignore the world and enjoy. Most sandwiches come 
with an array of pickles, potato salad or tossed salad, french fries or chips, and 
any combination of condiments and palate appeasers you desire. 
So, go down to the Lemon and experience one of the most pleasurable 
happenings. around. Cocktails are available on request. 
Persian dance performed at last Saturday's ISO Festival. 
On "Saccharine Sunset" love abounds. Brilliant writers 
captivate us by dipping torrid, heart-stopping dialogue out 
of the syrup vats of their creative genius. Today we find 
Marjorie confiding to her sister Julie the lurid details of 
her tempestuous relationship with Dr. Lassiter. 
MARJORIE: (coyly) He kissed me. 
JULIE: (even more coyly) Did you want him to kiss 
you? 
MARJOR 1E: 
	 (wriggling in ecstasy) He says I did. 
(and then she adds archly) You know?  I did. 
The fires of passion have never burned brighter. 
Later, that same show, after Mother Mary and Mrs. 
Molloy take 15 minutes to discuss what they are planning 
for the evening meal, we peep shyly into a love scene 
between Dr. Steve Adler and Jennifer, the troubled 
divorcee. In a fit of passion, after years of buildup, he 
takes her into his arms and kisses her once, softly, on the 
lips. He then looks rueful, and says, "I'm sorry," and 
moves to the window and stares mournfully out of it. 
"I'm not," Jennifer murmurs softly and floats out of the 
room. 
Now it's time to clean up that mess you made trying 
to reach the sink, rinse out your mouth, and settle down 
for the next jewel. 
Time has no meaning in the soap operas. On one show 
a single ham was eaten and discussed for three days. 
A good woman's love is usually reserved until her mate 
is in a state of physical or mental collapse. When he is at 
his lowest, whether crippled, paralysed, paranoid, or 
alchoholic, this is when she is at her martyred best. Let the 
Evil women take care of man's sexual needs. Hospitals are 
the Good woman's heaven. Love and sickness are nearly 
inseparable. Expressions of love, or proposals, sound like 
the sobbing confessions to a psychiatrist or a bartender. 
In "Cope with Today" (recently taken off the air) Daniel, 
taking a brief break from brooding about his daughter's 
disappearance, confesses his love for his wife. His speech 
consisted of reiterating (the main job of characters is to 
repeat the plot) his general worthlessness and former 
drinking habits. He concludes moaning in a broken voice, 
"I need you.", "That's all I want," she replies. Now that's 
true love. 
One can readily see that soap operas are a realistic 
view of life in modern America. Aren't they?  I mean 
really. 
VVoops. These and other crucial questions you will 
have to answer yourself. "Mary Hartmann! Mary 
Hartmann!" is on. 
Most of the events, and all of the quotes you have just 
read are true. The names have been changed to protect 
the w / from those of you who take these things 
seri° , . 
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holbrook stages twain reincarnation 
"The way things turned out, it's too bad that Noah didn't miss 
the boat." 
by mic. hael george 
"Suppose you were an idiot. And suppose you were a 
member of Congress. But I repeat myself." 
Last Saturday night Hal Holbrook proved that the 
popularity of Mark Twain has not waned with the passing 
of years. In fact, the appreciation awarded his superb 
performance as the immortal American humorist 
demonstrated that if anything, love for the "whited 
sepulcher" has increased since the original version took to 
the stage almost one hundred years ago. 
Holbrook completely filled the Seattle Opera House, 
and the audience was delighted with his portrayal from 
the very first. He lumbered on to the sparsely decorated 
stage in his old man's gait, resplendent in three and a half 
hours of makeup and a magnificent white suit--the type 
that Twain so favored in his later years--and we loved it. 
Then there was his voice--old and crackly, yet still full of 
mirth. My God, this really was Mark Twain! 
Holbrook was supremely qualified to perform as Mark 
Twain. His first solo appearance as the writer and lecturer 
was in 1954, and he has been researching Twain and 
expanding his material ever since. Thanks to his extensive 
work with the original material, Holbrook now has twelve 
hours of Twain material from which he can choose. 
During each two-hour show he selects from his vast store 
as he performs, giving the program an improvisational 
flavor. 
The material that Holbrook chose from on Saturday 
night gave the audience an excellent picture of the three 
faces of Mark Twain. 
Holbrook was, as Twain, primarily a humorist on 
stage. Everything else aside, both these men were funny. 
This was the Twain who told of a man being sent to 
Congress after having blown his brains out with a pistol, 
and the one who sarcastically noted that in man's Heaven 
"harps are in and sex is out." Holbrook's comic timing 
was excellent. Time and again he would leave the 
audience rolling, only to come out with another punch 
line when the laughter died down. This was the Twain 
who created a sense of delicious anticipation in his 
by keith hardin 
When a record company comes out with a new artist, 
there is usually a lot of fanfare and media blitz. The artist 
is sold just like toilet paper. But then it is a business and 
they do have a product to sell. Hopefully, we'll buy as 
many records as they can promote so that they'll prosper. 
Now, out of the mob, comes a new artist, a new hope 
for us disillusioned critics of rock. 
I discovered his record in the discount rack of a five 
and dime store. It was such a totally nondescript album 
cover that I knew something had to be hidden in there. So 
I paid my $1.49 and took it home. 
Later on when I played the record, I couldn't believe 
what was happening. My feet jumped right out of my 
shoes, two of my friends threatened me with bodily harm 
if I didn't tell them where to buy it, and in the morning I 
discovered that my plants had grown four inches. 
His name is Farfa Knout. The music he writes is so 
simple that it's hard to believe he could achieve as 
sophisticated an impact as he does. 
Knout was first noticed when he won the World 
Underwater guitar division. (The electric guitarists never 
got past the qualifying round.) He was signed immediately 
and whisked off on a tour of the top nightclubs in South 
America. He did very well there, considering he doesn't 
speak a word of Spanish. 
The people at the label were sure that they had a real 
"sleeper," someone who would be a real star when the 
time was right. Well, that time is now. Here is the man to 
jump into the morass of contemporary music and dry it 
up. He blends a mixture of disco, country, and polka into 
a jazzlike phantasmagoria of sound that you will not 
believe when you hear it. 
The only weak part of the whole album is the lyrics of 
the songs. I can't quite understand what he's trying to 
say, as he sings like Roy Orbison with a Yugoslavian 
accent. I guess the lyrics weren't printed on the album 
because of lack of space. 
But isn't that class? To be a musician who speaks only 
to our feelings? You don't have to think about his music, 
just move your feet or whatever else you want to move. I 
mean this guy is too good for toilet paper. 
Now that he's getting a little notice, he's hard to get a 
hold of. However, I got a few minutes backstage with him 
after a sellout concert in Boonville, Missouri. 
HARDIN: Well Farfa, let's get right to the nitty gritty. 
What's the underlying theme of your new album? 
audiences. 
Then there was Mark Twain the bitter, cynical old 
man. Holbrook chose several selections from Twain's 
more pessimistic works, calculated to show his disgust 
with the essential hypocrisy of mankind. It was this 
lonely old man who speaking of the great flood, said "the 
way things turned out, it's too bad that Noah didn't miss 
the boat." The audience laughed at these lines, but it was 
a laughter born of reluctant agreement with his 
observations. Apparently what Mark Twain once found 
ludicrous is even more apparent today. 
Finally, and this side of Twain is my personal favorite, 
Holbrook gave us Mark Twain the poet. This was the 
gentle reflective man who even in the midst of his literary 
and popular success longed to return to the Mississippi 
River. Holbrook selected a passage in which Twain 
described the quiet peace to be found on the River--where 
a man might be a real man, free of the false burdens and 
responsibility that encumber ordinary souls. Holbrook 
recited Twain's lines perfectly. We really saw an old 
unhappy man reflecting on the only truly happy time in 
his life. 
Holbrook never broke character. After two hours of 
rapturous entertainment, he puffed on his great cigar, 
slowly pulled out his gold watch from his breast pocket, 
looked at it as only an old man could, and gave a final 
prophetic comment: 'VVell, I came in with Halley's comet 
seventy years ago, and I expect to go out with it when it 
returns. Anyway, I'll be mighty disappointed if I don't." 
With that he said good night and slowly creaked off the 
stage. Even during the well-deserved standing ovation 
Holbrook never allowed his real self to show through. 
How appropriate it was--he was Mark Twain from start to 
finish. 
What a man Twain was! Even with all the tragedy in 
his life, he was able to maintain a brilliant sense of humor. 
Holbrook brought the misunderstood artist to life--to me, 
at least, it was as if I had finally met a friend with whom 
I had corresponded for many fruitful years. 
KNOUT: I haven't quite figured it out. This is only my 
first interview, you know. 
HARDIN: Other critics have accused you of being vague, 
particularly in the relationship of your song titles to your 
lyrics. What do you say to that? 
KNOUT: Well, the people that buy the albums must 
understand something in .them. I mean I can't do 
everything, you know. Everytime. I sing a tong I feel 
different so the songs come out different. That's why we 
left off the lyric sheet on the album. I mean, can you 
imagine us having to send out a new lyric sheet everytime 
some slob played the album? I want people to guess at my 
meaning. That way they can get into the great uncertainty 
of life. It's real spontaneous. Can you tell? 
HARDIN: Yes. 
KNOUT: Give me your interpretation of one of my songs. 
HARDIN: I really like the first cut, side one, the one 
called "Disco Dharma in C flat Minor." It sounds like 
you're trying to say "WAAAAAAAL BAABYYYYY 
WHENYOU WRAP YOURAARRMS 
AROOUNNDMEEEEE, I JUSTHAVETOGETUPAND-
DAAAAANCE, DICSODHARMA GOTHEINTHE 
LEGSBUT YOUGOT MEIN YOURARRMS." 
KNOUT: Hey, I never thought of it that way. 
HARDIN: Anyway that certainly is an interesting album 
cover. 
KNOUT: Yeah, it's a picture I took at our first concert in 
Philadelphia.' 
HARDIN: What is it? 
KNOUT: It's what happened when one of our elephants 
got a little carried away during our rock operetta "The 
Patter of Little Feet." It's too bad, Jorge was one of our 
better handlers. 
HARDIN: Was he killed? 
KNOUT: Oh no, he was just thrown into our portable 
swimming pool. He says he's sworn off elephants forever. 
We sure miss him. Do you know how hard it is to find 
elephant trainers with an A.F. of M. card? 
HARDIN: Well, You certainly do have an elaborate stage 
show. 
KNOUT: You haven't seen anything Not. When we go on 
tour next summer, I'm going to buy this surplus Atlas 
booster. It would be just perfect for my new album You 
Drive Me Right Up the Wall. 
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read this: 
See that mumbo-jumbo 
up there? It tells you exactly 
how to set up a great stereo 
system. 
But there is an easier way. 
Get a Centrex by Pioneer. 
Our electronics wizards 
have matched and balanced 
all the components perfectly. 
So you could forget them 
totally. 
And you get sensational 
sound, even if you don't 
know a watt from an ohm. 
What do you have to do? 
Just plug it in. 
But don't let the simple 
installation fool you. These 
units do complex things. 
Our KH-5151, for 
example, has front loading 
stereo cassette tape player 
with recording capability, 
auxiliary input, AM/FM 
stereo, BSR three-speed 
changer, two-way acoustic 
suspension speakers and 
class. 
If you're dying to be an 
engineer, go to night school. 
But if you'll settle for 
incredible sound, see your 
nearest Pioneer dealer. 
CE.-1V-TRE.X. 
by PIONEER 
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s/s blotter  
exhibition 
interrupts a phi 
An exhibitionist exposed himself 
at the Alpha Phi Sorority House, 
3204 N. 14th Street, Monday night, 
April 26, reported Safety/Security. 
A .female student was typing in 
the living rOom of the house when 
she heard a tapping sound. She 
looked up and saw a man standing in 
their flower bed 'exposing himself 
through the window. She 
immediately called Safety/Security. 
The man left before they got there. 
He is described as having a receding 
hairline, a tattoo on his right arm, 
and is estimated as 35 years old. 
••• 
A male non-student was arrested 
in the SOB soack bar area Thursday 
morning, April 22, on charges of 
annoying a female. 
According to a Safety/Security 
spokesman the female student in 
question had been complaining to 
Safety/Security for several months 
about a certaig male who was 
repeatedly annoying her. On one 
previous occasion, April 19, the 
individual was warned that he would 
be arrested if he revisited the campus 
and attempted to contact the 
student. 
Thursday the girl complained 
again and UPS liaison officer Jim 
Bass took the suspect into custody. 
Bass said the spectators in the SUB 
acted rude and 'made insulting 
remarks as he .went through the 
procedure. 
•• • 
A female non-student was 
prevented from jumping off a 
balcony on the second floor of 
Anerson-Langdon Hall at about 3 am 
Sunday, April 18, said a 
Safety/Security spokesman. 
He said Safety/Security personnel 
answered a call for a disturbance 
outside Rm. 210. They found a girl 
apparently heavily under the 
influence of drugs. She was saying 
"wierd stuff" and acting 
incoherently, indicated the 
spokesman. 
Rather than try to reason with 
her the Safety/Security persor 
grabbed and pulled her into the 
room. Nobody there said they knew 
who she was. After she was under 
control, a male UPS student agreed 
to drive her away from campus, said 
the spokesman. 
Semi Solidarios, UPS Student 
Activities Director, recently reported 
the theft of 1,200 pennies ($12) from 
his office in room 206 of the SUB 
The pennies were kept in a jar in the 
office. The theft occured sometime 
between April 2 and April 5, said 
Saftety/Security. 
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The UPS campus looked like this when McIntyre Hall consisted of grass and trees, and Smith-Tenzler was inhabited by rabbits, photo courtesy ups archives 
traipsing through timeless trail tomes 
(Editor's Note—TRAl._ Reporter Michael George recently 
locked himself in the UPS archives for several days going 
through old TRAILS. Here is the first of a three part 
series about what he found in them.) 
In the early years of the TRAIL, not much was 
happening on the campus. The newly-created paper 
reported primarily on campus social activities—the 
sorority functions were front-page news. Fraternities 
regularly published their collective grade point averages. 
In tone and material, it was a totally different publication 
from what it is today. A modern reader might deem it a 
bit hokey, but it probably filled the needs of 
then-contemporary students. 
World War I changed the TRAIL into a war paper. 
Each issue was packed with articles dealing with the 
European conflict. "CPS at the Front" and "Our Boys in 
the Service" were regular features. 
One issue carried a poem entitled "When the War is 
Over" and a story called "Easter in the Trenches." This 
story was -rather grim material. It was written by a CPS 
alumnus and compared the crucifixion of Jesus with the 
death of an inexperienced soldier-boy, who "sees his 
drops of red life blood mingling with the 'spears of the 
living loving grass . " Judging by the frequency of such 
articles, the CPS students and faculty must have lapped it 
up. 
The TRAIL lost its sense of seriousness after the war. 
The jokes editor was a major staff member, who saw to it 
that each issue maintained a light nature. Headlines 
usually dealt with the ever-forthcoming BIG GAME, and 
portraits of very masculine football stars adorned every 
front page. 
What an era it must have been. With the world 
supposedly safe for democracy and the great depression 
still a few years off, the campus life of the CPS students 
must have seemed indestructably pleasant. The pages of 
the TRAIL give a picture of apparently everlasting fall 
afternoons and crisp homecoming mornings. 
The first TRAIL editor interested in reality appeared 
in 1920. 'His name was Fielding Lemmon, and his paper 
displayed a sensitivity previously unknown. The TRAIL 
under Lemmon took on the spirit and humor of "The 
Talk of the Town" in the New Yorker. Critical editorials 
appeared for the first time. Lemmon discussed the 
inefficiency of the United States government, and sharply 
criticized the basketball which he deemed "a pitiful 
failure thru[sic] co-operation by word only." 
Lemmon turned his analytical eye toward his own 
paper. In a brilliant final editorial of the year, he admit 
that his TRAIL did not live up to his expectations. "But 
what of it?" he asked. —The lot of us humans is to aim 
high and fall below our aim." He expanded his remarks to 
the human condition: "The sad part of the whole story, 
however, is that statistics prove that the great majority of 
us will be disappointed in our aspirations." Lemmon 
ended his final editorial on a more optimistic note: "On 
our journey through life however, let us keep an 
especially cozy corner in . our heart for dear old CPS. A 
knocker or an indifferent man never led an epoch-making 
movement, or did a great work for the world. Let's all be 
boosters and not knockers." 
Lemmon was the first in a new field. His analytical 
and contemplative style did not outlive him. The next 
year the TRAIL returned to its original dippiness. 
In the twenties a problem plagued the campus that 
seems impossible today. There was apparently too much 
student involvement. To remedy this horrible situation,  
the TRAIL proposed a "point system" whereby all 
students would be awarded a certain number of points for 
each activity they participated in. 'The president of the 
associated student body would receive ten points, as 
would the editor of the TRAIL. Sports lettermen would 
receive three points. According to the TRAIL's proposal, 
each student would be limited to fifteen points per year. 
Nothing seems to have ever come of the innovative 
proposal. 
. . 
In 1923 the TRAIL enthusiastically reported on the 
constuction of Jones Hall. The paper proudly stated that 
the new building plans "will carry out Dr. Todd's idea. 
The architecture will be done in a churchly style, so that 
it will be evident to all that it is dedicated to the training 
of young people in strength and character and high moral 
aspirations." 
Jones Hall was to contain an 800 seat auditorium, 
"with a stage equipped for plays and religious pageantry." 
The tower of the building was for astronomical 
observation. Somewhere along the line the funds must 
have run short. 
A strange spirit of unquestioned optimism showed 
itself in this and almost every other article dealing with 
University advancement. 
A few campus issues and events stand out in the 
TRAIL of the thirties. 
In one issue the freshmen were strongly urged to 
wear their green caps every day, or "the upperclassmen 
will see that the caps are worn." 
1935 was a big year for the newspaper. In that year it 
led a student crusade to keep the library open more than 
one night a week. The students were successful. 
This fashion of reporting continued almost unchanged 
until World War II. 
inflation spawns 
new 'petropolis' 
(ZNS) The depression spawned 
the game "Monopoly"; and now the 
energy crisis has given us 
"Petropolis." 
A French inventor, Arnaud De 
Rosnay, is out with the new game in 
Which players buy up oil producing 
countries such as Saudi Arabia or 
Kuwait, rather than Boardwalk and 
Park Place. 
In "Petropolis:', you don't build 
houses and hotels; instead you erect. 
oil derricks, rigs and pipelines. The 
"Community Chest" arid "Chance" 
cards are replaced by "Telex 
messages" instructing you to pay 
fines for such things as oil spills or to 
purchase other property. 
Petropolis is not quite ready to 
catch on widely: the cheapest set on 
the market in major U.S. cities goes 
for $195.- Next year, however, a 
$14.95 version is scheduled tb be on 
the market. 
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their doubles by default. Other UPS 
competitors were Celeste Brilhante, 
who won through default, and 
Frances Schenk, who lost due to an 
injury. 
The wrap up of the Daffodil 
Tennis Tournament saw assistant 
coach Patty Nevue and Nichols as the 
doubles champions while Nevue was 
also second in singles competition. 
IBM 
ALPINE DESIGN TENTS 
$69.50-$160 
SLEEPING BAGS 
POLARGUARD 
(now in stock) 
$65—$79.50 
DOWN BAGS 
$55 $130 
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TECNICA HIKING BOOTS 
BACKING ACCESSORIES 
ALPINE DESIGN 60/40 COATS 
759-9611 
	 6TH & PROCTOR 
moon featured on kups 
Randy Moon, a Logger track and field star, will be the featured guest on 
SportsWorld at 6:15 pm Sunday on K UPS 540. 
Moon specializes in decathlon and has qualified for nationals in that event. 
He is also a wide receiver on the football team. 
He and Ty Morris will discuss Moon's track and field success, his 
preparation for nationals in two weeks and the correlation between track and 
the advantages it has to football. 
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cindermen crush spc 
The University of Puget Sound baseball team got back 
on the winning track this past week, winning five of seven 
NorPac conference games, including three consecutive 
one-run victories. The successful week evened the Loggers 
league mark at 10-10, moving them into the upper 
division of the Conference, and raised their season record 
to 16 wins and 17 losses. 
Hereare the results of the games: 
UPS 5 Seattle University 1 
Tim Parker fired a five-hitter at the Chieftans, and got the 
hitting support he needed from Ron Reeves and Jim 
Turrell. Each had two hits, including back to back 
doubles in a four-run Logger second inning. Robin Hill 
collected three hits for UPS. 
Seattle U. 2 UPS 1 
Dan Besett had a short-out going into the seventh inning, 
but a two-run, two-out double cost UPS the game. Besett 
limited SU to seven hits. Reeves, who walked three times, 
scored the only UPS run on a Turrell double. 
UPS 18 Seattle U. 4 
The Logger bats went absolutely wild, as UPS pounded 
out 23 hits off the hapless Chieftan mound staff, and 
back to back innings of five and seven runs. Ten Loggers, 
led by Don Papasadero and Turrell with four apiece, had 
h its. Rod1V1c Hatt ie tall ied four of the Loggers' runs. 
Boise State 7 UPS 1 
The Loggers were limited to four hits by the Broncos, and 
University of Puget Sound women tracksters head for 
Ellensburg and the Northern Eastern Area Meet 
which runs today and tomorrow. 
Schools from Washington, Idaho, Montana, and 
Canada will be involved in the meet, from which those 
tracksters meeting certain time and distance standards will 
advance to the May 7 & 8 Regional meet in Boise, Idaho. 
Loggers Sue Kendall, 100 and 220, and Betty Andrews, 
880, have already qualified for the 'regionals.. Tina 
McClellan has an excellent shot to make it in the shot put, 
and a good throw could put her in the regionals in the 
discuss, also. The season wraps up tomorrow for those 
who don't reach the regional meet. 
The Loggers finished a respectable sixth place out of II 
schools in last Saturday's Seattle Pacific Invitational. 
The host Falcons won the meet with 173 points, 
sailors win 
The University of Puget Sound 
sailing team won the regatta at Skagit 
Valley College last Saturday. UPS 
had seven points, Skagit finished 
second with fourteen, and Bellevue 
third with seventeen. 
Randy Nulle and Jim Larrison 
dominated the A Division with 
excellent starts and boat speed that 
put thern far ahead of their 
competition for a first place in each 
A race. 
Janet nxter and ViclZi Rohrberg 
won the B Division with a second and 
two firsts in winds that varied in all 
strengths and directions. 
Nulle, Baxter, Larrison ‘ and Ted 
Wilson will be racing at Western 
Washington State College next week. 
Each school in the northwest will be 
sending their best sailors, with the 
wining team going to Nations 
Championships in New York 
Western and the University of 
Washington are expected to haw 
strong teams and competition will bi 
tight in both divisions.  
committed three errors in the frustrating defeat. 
Centerfielder John Lacrosse scored the only UPS run. 
UPS 6 Boise State 5 
The Loggers jumped back on the winning track with this 
victory over the league's third place club. Ralph Oliver 
rapped a home run in the second inning, and made a 
tremendousrunning catch in the seventh inning for the last 
out of the game. Turrell also hit a home run for UPS, a 
two-run shot in the first. Larry Janowicz, in relief, was 
the winning Logger pitcher. 
UPS 2 Boise State 1 s 
Besett fired a three-hitter at the Bronco's, striking out 
nine, as UPS went into extra innings to pull this one out. 
Hill scored the winning run for UPS in the'ninth inning on 
Turrell's infield hit. Hill had gotten on base with his 
second hit of the game. 
UPS 4 Boise State 3 
The Loggers made it three in a row over BSU, and in so 
doing moved ahead of the Bronco's in the league 
standings. Freshman Brad Foltz, inserted as a pinch 
runner in the seventh inning, scored the tying run on Rob 
Kraft's single, and then bunted home the winning run in 
the eighth inning on a suicide squeeze that scored Reeves. 
Steve Thomas, as the winning pitcher, threw a five-hitter. 
The Loggers travel east this weekend to meet the 
University of Idaho and Gonzaga in Saturday and Sunday 
doubleheaders, as Nor Pac conference play wraps up. 
followed by Central Washington, 97; Eastern Washington, 
57; Vancouver Olympic Club, 42; University of 
Washington, 33; UPS, 22; Boise State, 20; Falcon Track 
Club, 16; Seattle University, 14; Portland State, 8; and 
Simon Fraser, 8 
Highest Logger finishers in the meet, which coach 
Louise Gorsuch called the "toughest of the year", were 
Tracy Niau and Tina McClellan. McClellan, theLoggers 
top weight person, finished third in the shot put with a 
toss of 36'4", while Niau captured third place in the 
Pentathlon (100 hurdles, shot put, high jump, long jump, 
and 220). 
Andrews finished fourth in the 440 low hurdles, while 
the UPS 440 relay team finished fourth also. Peggy Boyle, 
sixth in the javelin, and Cindy Connelly, sixth in the long 
jump, rounded out the UPS places. 
The University of Puget Sound 
men's track team ran their dual meet 
record to three wins and two losses, 
with an impressive 102-42 win over 
Seattle Pacific College last Saturday 
in Seattle'. 
The Loggers completely 
dominated the meet, taking II of 17 
first places, capturing 36 of 48 
places, and sweeping six events. 
Double winners for UPS were 
fieldmen Randy Moon and Mark 
Wells. Moon won the shot put and 
the high jump, and finished the day 
with 23 points and seven places. 
Wells was tops in the javelin and long 
jump, and closed out the meet with 
13 individual points. 
women's tennis  
loggers play at 
After being rained out last 
weekend, the University of Puget 
Sound women's tennis team is 
looking forward to two home 
matches this week. 
Tomorrow the Loggers compete 
against Lewis and Clark College at 10 
am. 
Monday, the Loggers seek revenge 
against Seattle University at 3 pm. In 
their last meeting, SU beat the UPS 
3-6 in a proset match. This time the 
competition will be on UPS home 
courts and full three-set matches will 
be played. 
The number five through ten UPS 
players beat Ft. Steilacoom 5-4 last 
Monday. 
Key victories were Lynn Ellen 
Johnson's - 6-1, 7-6 match; and 
Deanna Nichols' 6-0, 6-0 match. 
Johnson and Nichols also teamed up 
for a doubles victory of 6-1, 6-2. 
Eileen Galt and Robin Pitchford won 
sports 
	 
ups evens league marks 
tracksters at qualifying meet 
home 
Brian Brouillet, who won the 
two-mile, broke teammate 'Mark. 
Brown's recently set record. Brouillet 
turned the course in 9:16.1, shattering 
the record by over 13 seconds. 
Other UPS winners were Charlie 
Hamilton, triple jump, Mark Brown, 
mile, Calvin Saunders, 100, Mike 
Ramoska, the number one pole 
vaulter in the northwest for small 
colleges, Mark Torgerson, 880, and 
Frank Olotoa, the discuss. 
UPS travels to Vancouver B.C., 
for the annual Vancouver Relays 
beginning tomorrow afternoon. The 
Loggers will face George Fox College 
the following Saturday in Baker 
Stadium in the team's home opener. 
Eight UPS crew members work out in their shell. 	 photo by Bill Kalenius 
Hank's PRESENTS Superstars 
An Indoor Sports Jamboree 
May 8 & 9 
524 North K (near campus) MA7-9884 
BUY YOUR ART SUPPLIES IN 
QUANTITIES AND $AVE 
STAINIFIY UtITING CMS 
HAM 
Serving the community 
from Downtown Tacoma 
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A 	 men's intramural golf 
tournament will be held at the 
Brookdale Golf and Country Club 
May 5. 
The tournament will consist of 
four-man teams with each member 
playing a round of eighteen holes. 
Placing will ite determined on a point 
system: 1 point for a bogey, 2 for 
par, 3 for a birdie, 4 for an eagle, 5 
for a double eagle and so on. Total 
team points will determine ultimate 
placing and the champion. 
To enter a team in the 
tournament, leave the team name and 
Beta B 12 
- Smith Hall 8 
Union Pacific 23 
- 
 Theta Chi B 19 
SAE A 22- Giants 4 
Sigma Nu A 9 
 - AWT 6 
Stein House 44 
- Sigma Chi 6 
Claes 11 - Theta Chi A 9 
a list of members with the Assistant 
Dean of Students office, room 208, 
in the SUB. Tee off times will be 
announced at noon, May 3, at the 
ASB annex. May 3 is also the last day 
to enter a team for the tourney. 
Ten to fifteen teams contended 
for the championship last year with 
perennial powerhouses, Beta's and 
Law School, setting a new record in 
total team points at 110 and sharing 
the championship. The high 
individual point getter was Chuck 
Harbough with 34 points in 18 holes. 
Beta A 27 - Mc Gufferies 8 
Sigma Chi 21 - Giants 20 
Sigma Chi 10 - Union Pacific 9 
Sigma Nu B over Fat City 
SAE B over The Team 
Theta Chi B over Stein House 
intramurals  
golf to be may 5 
SOFTBALL RESULTS 
AFTER TWO ROUNDS OF PLAY 
city crew championship sunday DIVISION A 
MEN'S SOFTBALL STANDINGS 
DIVISION C 
The University of Puget Sound 
crew teams will compete against the 
Pacific Lutheran University crew 
teams in the Meyer Cup Regatta, the 
Tacoma' city crew championship, at 
10:30 am Sunday on American Lake. 
"UPS is looking for a complete 
sweep of all four races," said coach, 
Vern Van Houten. The Loggers are 
defending champions, also. 
There will be three men's races, a 
varsity-eight, junior-eight, and a 
lightweight-eight; and one  
women's-four race. PLU has also 
proposed that four of their women 
and the four UPS women team up in 
a shell to race against the remaining 
eight PLU women rowers. 
Although the starting line is not 
accessible by land, the finish line, by 
the Special Services Dock on the 
southwest section of the lake, is. 
Last weekend, UPS competed in 
the La Fromboise Cup regatta in 
Seattle. UPS was third in the 
fish are 
freshman-eight and lightweight-eight 
races while the women took second 
in their women's-four race. The 
varsity-eight race was started without 
UPS due to a misunderstanding so 
UPS did not get to compete in that 
race. 
The coaches were pleased with 
the results of the Saturday regatta as 
Van Houten said, - If you can stay 
within 10 seconds of the first place 
boat, any crew can do well." 
• 	 • lumping 
Beta 2-0 
	
SAE A 2-0 
Budil 1-0 
	
Union Pacific 2-1 
Phi Delt B 1-1 
	
Sigma Chi A 2-1 
Regester 0-0 
	
Stein House 1-1 
Harrington 0-0 
	
Theta Chi B 1-1 
McGufferies 0-2 
	
Beta B 1-1 
Giants 0-2 
DIVISION D 
DIVISION B 
Claes 2-0 
Phi Delt A 1-0 
	
Sigma Nu A 1-1 
Kappa Sigs 1-0 
	
AWT 1-1 
Aliis 1-0 
	
Theta Chi A 1-1 
Sigma Nu B 1-1 
	
SAE B 1-1 
Fat City 0-2 
	
Smith Hall 0-2 
Fourth Base 0-2 
	
The Team 0-2 
NOTE: All teams should leave scores when they turn in equipment). 
WOMENS INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL RESULTS 
APRIL 21 to APR IL 26 
Al Nads 15-Gamma Phi 5 
Hawaiians 5-Theta 4 
Pi Phis forfeit over AL Tenzler 
League One 
AL Nads 5-0 
Chi Omega 3-0 
Pi Phi 3-1 
Gamma Phi 3-2 
Fourth Floor Seward 1-2 
AL Tenzler 1-4 
CO--ED VOLLEYBALL RESULTS 
champions, remained undefeated to 
Hawaiians, the pre-spring break 
were the Stucco Flashers. Anderson 
Placing second in both play-offs 
	
n the overall co-ed volleyball 	 Langdon, The Trail and Badness 
	
championship, as the season finished 	 followed. 
April 22. 
men's tennis  
loggers 
travel east 
After being rained out three times 
last weekend, the UPS men's tennis 
team will resume action this weekend 
in eastern Washington. 
The Loggers meet Eastern 
Washington State College and 
Whitworth tomorrow (Saturday), and 
then face the University of Idaho on 
Sunday. UPS hosted Olympic 
Community College on Tuesday, but 
results were not available at press 
time. 
Coach Hovee plans to add some 
junior college teams to the schedule 
for the next couple of weeks, as the 
netters close out their 1976 campaign. 
by jan bal 
Ah, it's the lazy days of summer time once again. So get out you old Huck 
Finn pole and bait and head to the nearest fishin hole ... Fishing season 
opened April 25. Several lakes around Tacoma are stocked annually with trout 
and other game fish. Lake Steilacoom will be stocked this spring and is a good 
place to catch trout up to 15 inches long. Just drive south on the freeway and 
get off at the Gravelly Lake exit. Turn right on Washington Boulevard then 
right again on Interlaaken. 
American Lake is also good for trout and Chinook Salmon. There is a 
public access at Tillicum, and Bill's boathouse rents boats for $4 per day, (but 
you must supply your own motor.) Of course if you don't have a motor you 
can break out the rowing arms. Another fishing hole to try for perch and 
rainbow is Spanaway Lake. You can fish right from the dock like Huck and 
Tom. Spanaway is only 12 miles southeast of UPS. Take the freeway south 
and get off at the Puyallup-Mr. Rainier exit. Go east on Hwy. 512 and turn 
right at the Parkland-Pacific Ave. exit. Continue on Pacific and follow the 
signs to Spanaway Lake. 
For a little more excitement, open season on rattlesnakes began April 26 
east of the mountains. 
Gamma Phi 15-AL Tenzler 6 
WhiteCaps 15-Hawaiians 14 
League Two 
Hawaiians 3-1 
Alpha Phis 2-0 
Tri Delts 2-0 
White Caps 1-0 
Theta 1-1 
Kappas 1-3 
a weekly publication of the 
associated students of the university 
of puget sound. opinions expressed 
in the trail are not necessarily those 
of the university, its administration 
faculty, the associated student body 
or the puget sound trail staff. 
room 214 
student union building 
1500 n , warner 
tacoma, wa 98416 
Pe rsolkt 
s ecsa 
ROOMMATES NEEDED 
Five years old, 4 bedroom, fully furnished, 2 car 
garage, 2 levels, sundeck and yard.$85 per-need 2 or 3 
girls to share. Please calt Patti Brooks or Barb Bonne at 
752-9085. 
COAT FOR SALE 
Midi Length, has a hood, Pockets, ties with a belt. In 
Good Shape - Hardly worn. Was $80 - selling for $30. Call 
Laurie' 756-4456. 
n 
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wagner to lecture 
Dr. Esther Wagner, a member of the University faculty 
since 1970, has been named to present the 1976 Regester 
Lecture, scheduled for 8:00 pm, Friday, May 14, in 
Kilworth Chapel. 
Her topic is "an examination of the creative processes 
that go into historical fiction, more than a critical analysis 
of specific works." The title of her lecture is "Fact and 
Fiction, Telling the Truth and Telling The Tale." 
african issues presented 
Bishop Ralph E. Dodge, former United Methodist 
head in Rhodesia until his exile in 1964, will speak at 
University of Puget Sound on May 4 at 7:30 pm in 
Kilworth Chapel Lounge. His topic will be: "Southern 
African Issues Today: Namibia, Zimbabawe (Rhodesia), 
and Angola." 
astronomer to speak 
Dr. Paul W. Hodge, astronomer at the University of 
Washington, will visit UPS on Thursday, May 6. He will 
give a seminar on "Stellar Evolution and the Magellanic 
Clouds" at 4 pm in Thompson 146; and at 8 pm in 
Thompson 148 there will be a public lecture on 
"Collapsing Stars and the Expanding Universe." 
brahms concert upcoming 
"A German Requiem," the timeless work of Johannes 
Brahms, will be performed by the University of Puget 
Sound-Tacoma Choral Society in its second concert of the 
year Friday, May 7, at 8:15 pm in Mason Methodist 
Church. The public is cordially invited to attend the 
complimentary event. 
academic dean announced 
Wolfred Bauer (Shady), Chairman of the university's 
History Department has been appointed to replace 
U niversity Academic Dean Darrell Reeck. Reeck, who has 
held the dean position for two years will head back to the 
classroom next fall. 
kreskin to appear 
On Friday, May 7, The Amazing Kreskin will perform 
at the Temple Theater in Tacoma. Tickets are available at 
the Bon Marche. It is sponsored by the Tacoma ARCA 
High School Forum. 
Varsity Baseball: at U' Idaho, 1 pm 
ogSunday 2 May 
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NFriday 30 April Campus Flick: Blazing Saddles, 6:30 & 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB Logger Tennis: CWSC at UPS, 3 pm Logger Golf: WWSC Invitational at Sudden Valley Saturday 1 May Campus Flick: Blazing Saddles, 6:30 & 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB May Day Ball, Great Hall, $5.50/couple Women's Tennis: against Lewis & Clark, 10 am Women's Track: at CWSC Men's Tennis: at Whitworth, 2:30 pm 
Men's Tennis: at EWSC 
UPS Track: Vancouver Relays, 10 am 
Honors Colloquium: Julie Yaeger & Leslie Gould , 6:30 pm, McCormick 
Varsity Baseball: at Gonzaga U. 12 noon 
Men's Tennis: at Idaho, 10 am 
CMonday 3 May 
Lecture Series: George Plimpton, 8 pm, SUB Lounge 
Women's Tennis: against Seattle U., 3 pm 
uesday 4 May 
Honors Program: UW Prof. Hugh Field, "Dante and Provencal Poetry," 4 pm, McCormick Rm, Library 
Agape Fellowship, 7 pm, SUB, Am 1 
Performing Arts: Wody Harris, 8 pm, SUB Lounge 
KUPS: Climax Blues Band, 8 pm 
Varsity Baseball: against PLU at Cheney Stadium, 7:30 pm 
Wednesday 5 May 
K UPS: America Hideway, 8 pm 
Women's Tennis: at Portland State, 3 pm 
Men's Tennis: at Lewis & Clark, 3 pm 
Varsity Baseball: at Oregon State U. 3 pm 
Friday 7 May 
Campus Flick: Love & Death, 6:30 & 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB 
K UPS: Rolling Stones Black and Blue, 8 pm 
Women's Track: NCWSA Regionals at Boise State 
Women's Tennis: Qualifying Tourney, at Parkland, 10 pm 
ot 
Rm. Library 
channel 13 director featured 
COMMON CAUSE, the citizens' lobby, will hold a 
Public Meeting for the Sixth Congressional District on 
Monday, May 3, at 7:30 p m. in the Basement of 
Kilvvorth Chapel of the University of Puget Sound. 
The featured speaker will be Jim Harriott, Public 
Affairs Director of KCPQ-TV, Channel 13, who will 
discuss how the news media can influence the content of 
political campaigns. The public is invited to attend the 
complimentory event. 
god and the kitchen 
Julie Yeager and Leslie Gould will present "God and 
the Kitchen: The Impact of the Industrial Revolution on 
the American Social Institutions of Church and Family" 
for the Honors Colloquium, Sunday, May 2, 6:30 in 
the McCormick Room of the library. 
hurray, hurray the 1st of may 
Dancing in the tradition of the big bands hits the 
University of Puget Sound campus Saturday, May 1 from 
9 pm to midnight when the university presents "A May 
Day Ball." 
Tickets, which are $5.50 per couple, may be obtained 
in advance from any band member or by sending a check 
and self-addressed, stamped envelope to UPS Band, UPS, 
Tacoma, 98416. Tickets also will be available at the door. 
Further information may be obtained by calling 
756-3253. 
ioffrey ballet visits seattle 
New York's City Center Joffrey Ballet will return for 
its annual attle visit with five performances May 18,19, 
20, 21, and 22 at the Opera House, presented by Pacific 
Northwest Dance. All performances are at 8:30 p m. 
Tickets priced from $4.50 to $14.50 are now on sale 
by mail order only, by writing to Pacific Northwest 
Dance, 305 Harrison Street, Seattle, WA 98109. Ticket 
orders should be accompanied by a self-addressed 
stamped envelope. A brochure with complete details is 
available by writing to this same address. All programs are 
subject to change. 
logging photos available 
A collection of photographer H. G. Nelson's old-time 
logging photographs has been made available on microfilm 
for users of Collins Memorial Library at the University of 
Puget Sound, according to an announcement made this 
week by Desmond Taylor, director of library services. 
"Students and other interested persons will find the 
material of high historical value," said Taylor, " and we 
are indebted to ITT Rayonier for making it available to 
vietnam discussed 
University of Puget Sound presents "The Vietnamese 
Revolution in Its Current Phase". Alexander B. Woodside, 
Professor of Southeast Asian History at University of 
British Columbia will be featured Friday, 7 May, 4:00 pm 
in Jones 203. 
Alexander Woodside is a leading specialist in 
Vietnamese history and has done important creative work 
in the field. He is the author of Vietnam and the Chinese 
Model: A Comparative Study of Vietnamese and Chinese 
Government in the First Half and of the Nineteenth 
Century. 
All members of the UPS community are invited to 
attend this colloquium event. 
